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Trustees (Continued from page 1) 
Immediate future concerns listed in the 
mission statement are the establishment 
of bachelor and masters programs in com- 
putor science and computor engineering, 
an Ed.D. degree in vocational and 
technical education, and a Doctor of Nurs- 
ing Science degree. 
In other action, the Board of Trustees 
approved a request made by the Tiger 
Brotherhood service fraternity to con- 
struct a park on campus. The park will be 
dedicated to the trustees and will be 
located on the land bordering S.C. 93 
(Seneca Road) and running from Sikes 
Hall to U.S. 76 (Anderson Highway). The 
landscaping will be planned on a long- 
range program with individual aspects be- 
ing subject to Board approval. 
Paul Quattlebaum, development com- 
mittee chairman, indicated that investiga- 
tion of the construction of a golf course on 
campus is going to be moved "from the 
back burner to the front burner" with an 
up-to-date plan to be submitted at the next 
meeting in April. To date, over $73,000 has 
been donated to the project, which is 
roughly estimated to cost $1 million. 
TIGER DROP IN 
Monday January 29,1979 
8:00p.m.-REFRESHMENTS 
WHAT A MOUTHFUL OF FUN! 
rOURVMOI 
And a small price to pay for so much fun! 
tm Offer good through Jan. 25,1979 University Square Mail Clemson, S.C. 654-3360 




We Now Cater to 
Luncheons, Breakfast 
Conferences. 
NOW SERVING ICE CREAM 
No Need To Wait For Your Lunch-Just Call Us and Place Your Order 
and We Will Have It Waiting For You When You Come In. 
U 
Photo by Toulmin 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES met Saturday. Among the minor pieces of business were 
plans for a campus golf course and approval of a park to be constructed by Tiger 
Brotherhood. 
Clemson Tire 
And Service Center 
COMPLETE LINE OF TIRES 
AT WHOLESALE PRICES 
Mechanic on Duty 
South Carolina Vehicle Inspection Station 
Highway 76 Clemson Shopping Center 
L      _____ i^Ji®i?rJ!5i.l??? « 
DOZIN 
BAKERY 
Donuts Coffee White Bread 
Cookies Tea Rye Bread 
Eclairs Milk Sourdough Bread 
Coffee Rolls Hot Chocolate French Bread 
Cheese Stix Soft Drinks 
Bismarks Orange Juice 
Eat In Or Take Out 
Cakes For Weddings, Parties, Showers, Etc. 
Novelty Cakes Constructed and Decorated by Jeff 
(Please order cakes at least 24 hrs. in advance) 
123 Bypass, Seneca 
Ph. 8820011 
Univ. Sq. Mall, Clemson 
Ph. 654-6827 
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Sciences still supreme Arts are important 
By Charles Bolchoz 
Editorial Writer 
The purpose of Clemson University has 
been clear since Thomas Green Clemson 
provided for its beginning in his will: "to 
always bear in mind that the benefits 
herein sought to be bestowed are intended 
to benefit agricultural and mechanical in- 
dustries." 
Throughout the university's 90-year 
history, the science and technological 
fields have been emphasized. South 
Carolina has become dependent on the ser- 
vices provided by Clemson and its people. 
The university's research, computer, and 
agriculture departments offer indispen- 
sable services to South Carolina and other 
areas of the Southeast. 
Several decades ago, the College of 
Liberal Arts was added to the university to 
provide a more rounded curriculum. 
However, the science and technology bran- 
ches remained the most important areas 
of study on campus. 
The Liberal Arts College has always 
served a supportive role to the sciences. 
Recently the university administration 
released its mission statement which 
clearly defines the role of the liberal arts 
department: "The College of Liberal Arts 
adds these human ingredients (language, 
history, music, drama, literature, and the 
fine arts) so necessary to the full develop- 
ment of the scientist or engineer." 
It would be drastically wrong for Clem- 
son to begin to divert itself from its concen- 
tration on the sciences. In fact, it would be 
legally wrong, according to the Morrill Act 
of 1862. The mission statement explains 
that the act obligates "landgrant institu- 
tions (such as Clemson University) to the 
search for expanding technological 
horizons." 
In this highly technological society, a 
certain amount of specialization is re- 
quired if people are not to become lost in 
the overwhelming mass of information 
and knowledge. Limiting the emphasis of 
the university's curriculum to the sciences 
is merely a reflection of this modern 
specialization and the direction in which 
this specialization is heading. 
Other colleges and universities are 
demonstrating the specialization of 
modern society. The University of South 
Carolina, for example, is known for its 
liberal arts and business departments. 
Duke University is a school which has a 
specialized interest in the medical and law 
fields. 
The arts and other fields of study are 
definitely an important aspect of society; 
however, it is not Clemson's role to teach 
these particular interests. 
Some people argue that strengthening 
the liberal arts department would not 
detract from the quality of the science and 
technology areas. But certain factors pre- 
sent at Clemson totally discredit this idea. 
The most important factor is funding. 
Any increased emphasis on the Liberal 
Arts College would require a vast amount 
of funding which would have to be taken 
from other areas of university spending; 
one   of   these   areas   is   science   and 
By Lyn Varn 
Associate Editor 
Should this institution still be named 
Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical Col- 
lege? According to the politically worded 
mission statement recently released, one 
would think the term "Clemson Universi- 
ty" is a misnomer. 
It is true that this campus is known for 
its fine science and technology curriculum 
and will probably continue with this 
distinction. However, is it then correct for 
the Board of Trustees of Clemson "Univer- 
sity' ; to state, as it did in its mission state- 
ment: "The College of Liberal Arts adds 
these human ingredients so necessary to 
the full development of the scientist or 
Clemson's mission 
In science and technology the sole pur- 
pose of Clemson University? Or, is the Col- 
lege of Liberal Arts deserving of more 
credit? The Mission Statement of Clemson 
University, as written by the Board of 
Trustees, avows: "The human experience 
is enriched, not only by the advances of 
technology and the sciences, but also by 
acquiring the fundamental skill of 
language, by learning the lessons of 
history and by exploring the many forms 
of artistic expression in music, drama, 
literature and fine arts. The College of 
Liberal Arts adds these human ingredients 
so necessary to the full development of the 
scientist or engineer." This week two 
Tiger staffers offer their editorial opinions 
on these statements. 
technology. 
The second most important factor would 
be the 10,000 student limit imposed by the 
administration. A better arts program 
would result in more liberal arts majors, 
naturally detracting from the openings for 
science and engineering majors. 
Thomas Green Clemson summed it best 
when he wrote, "I do not exaggerate the 
importance of such an institution for 
developing the material resources of the 
state by affording to its youth the ad- 
vantages of scientific culture.'' 
engineer..."? 
After reading this single statement, one 
would think two things. First, the state- 
ment can be interpreted to imply that the 
College of Liberal Arts (its faculty, 
students, programs, and degrees) is not 
important and does not amount to much. 
Second, it is also suggested that Clemson's 
sole purpose and main emphases are 
designed for the scientist or engineer. 
Where does that leave the liberal arts ma- 
jor? 
The term "university" implies an in- 
stitution of higher education. Clemson, 
therefore, is not a specialty school 
anymore. 
There is a great degree of diversity of 
the curriculum, and a degree in any 
discipline carries a mark of distinction 
because of Clemson's high educational 
standards. Therefore, the mission state- 
ment is shortsighted and overlooks the 
capabilities of the liberal arts. 
The College of Liberal Arts deserves 
more recognition. Its programs (the Con- 
cert Series, the English Hour speeches, 
etc.) are vital public services to the cam- 
pus and surrounding communities. Its 
faculty and curriculum have been respon- 
sible for producing high caliber graduates 
which, in turn, is a good reflection on 
Clemson's educational standards. 
Giving more recognition to the liberal 
arts would not mean the credit deserved 
by the colleges of science and technology 
would be overlooked. The admissions 
policies of Clemson would be unchanged. 
The number of departments and size of 
enrollment in liberal arts would also re- 
main the same. The only difference would 
be in the presentation of the true facts, 
those being that liberal arts are not only 
for the enrichment and rounded education 
of the scientist and engineer but for the ex- 
cellent education for its students as well. 
To imply, as the mission statement does, 
that liberal arts are subordinate to science 
and technology and exist for the sole pur- 
pose of secondary educational functions is 
a   mockery. 
The cooperation of both disciplines has 
formed the essence of all civilizations, past 
and present. No civilization can suc- 
cessfully or realistically exist and meet 
the emotional and intellectual demand of 
the human spirit by ignoring either 
discipline. 
In observance of this basic truth, the 
Board of Trustees should re-examine its 
mission statement because of its gross 
misrepresentation of the facts concerning 
the College of Liberal Arts. 
footnotes 
"Their award was not worth the paper it was 
printed on. "—David Stoudemire, South Carolina Col- 
legiate Press Association president, concerning the 
"Best Overall Magazine" award given to the 
Chronicle. 
"I guess you could call us Tribble's 
Cripples. "—Annie Tribble, women's head basketball 
coach, referring to her injury-ridden team. 
"We don't have a communication problem; we 
don't do enough."—Chuck Bryan, University Union 
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It is not Woody's fault; winning is 
By Cobb Oxford 
Editorial Writer 
It has been nearly a month since the now 
famous "punch heard round the world." 
When Woody Hayes hit Tiger middle guard 
Charlie Bauman in the throat, he sealed 
his own fate and became an object of great 
dislike for all Clemson fans. 
Numerous students have put Woody 
above Dan Devine on the "most hated 
coaches list." Woody is no longer an evil 
figure, he is now a scapegoat of American 
athletics. 
The first reaction to Woody by Clemson 
fans was boos, nasty cheers, and a 
timeless finger gesture. But each fan must 
*realize that what the now unemployed 
Ohio State coach did was completely 
within his character. During his career, 
Woody hit almost anything around him, in- 
cluding reporters, television camermen, 
and his own OSU players. 
The pressure of big-time college football 
seemed to have finally exploded in Hayes 
and caused him to hit an opposing Clemson 
player. Although the incident was (and 
still is) an embarrassment to Ohio State 
University, can Woody be blamed for the 
action he took on the night of Dec. 29? 
On the con-Hayes side, the action on the 
sidelines was a shocking display of 
violence by a head coach against another 
team on national television. Hitting your 
own players is acceptable, but, as Hayes 
proved, hitting the opposition will surely 
cause trouble. 
Woody's punch was a direct aggressive 
act seen by millions, not an indirect act 
like running the score up on an opponent. 
In the future, Hayes will be remembered 
for the punch, not for his great winning 
record. 
How dare you ruin this great 
American pastime for me! 
On the pro-Hayes side, Woody lived and 
died by a "win-at-all-costs" philosophy. 
From Pop Warner football leagues to Lit- 
tle League baseball, kids are taught to win 
at all costs by coaches and parents. Win- 
ners are honored by trophies at the end of 
the season, while the losers are told to try 
again next year. Losers are disgraced in 
America, yet many people still pull for the 
underdog. 
Woody reacted according to his feelings. 
Woody was the dragon, and Bauman was 
St. George. The dragon went down 
fighting. 
Ohio State handled the situation with 
class, and the university took the proper 
action when it fired Hayes early the next 
morning. He caused one of the nation's 
largest institutions a great deal of shame 
and embarrassment for many years, and 
he was on probation by the Big Ten for 
some of his sideline antics. 
The press made Woody a monster and 
blew his comments and personal attacks 
on reporters out of proportion on numerous 
occasions. Hayes was an individualist 
from the "old school" of football coaches. 
He survived heart trouble and criticism to 
become one of college football's all-time 
great coaches. 
The dynasty Woody built for the 
Buckeyes is in trouble. After the coaching 
change, there were reports that a few star 
players are leaving and investigations into 
some early actions taken by the new 
coaching staff. 
Even though the Buckeyes now have a 
losing bowl record after the Clemson loss, 
they were yearly bowl participants during 
the 60's and 70's and holders of several na- 
tional championships under Woody. He 
was a football coach, not a public relations 
person. Winning was Hayes' task, as well 
as keeping the OSU alumni on his side. 
Woody is now gone from Ohio State, and 
that situation will not change. It was an un- 
fortunate incident that marred well played 
football contest and turned the Gator Bowl 
into the "Friday night fights." 
Woody Hayes' halo fell just enough to 
choke him and end his lifetime career, 
directing football players the only way he 





I have just finished reading the 
Chronicle (as Don Lee 
apologetically asked us to do) 
and my second thought was: 
where can I squander my student 
fees investment to this magazine 
in an equally worthy manner? I 
don't think I could conscientious- 
ly join "everyone" and "bump 
my little booties off down at the 
Bookstore" but a few beers at 
Edgars or the Study Hall would 
definitely be a more favorable op- 
tion. 
It is evident the Chronicle staff 
holds a low opinion of our in- 
tellects. To throw together the 
"official variety magazine of 
Clemson University" with such 
careless abandon and also expect 
us to accept the notion "what 
nee was bad is now good and 
what once was disgusting is now 
acceptable" is an indignity 
undeserving of anyone let alone 
"everyone." 
Since this is my first introduc- 
tion to the Chronicle, I will 
believe Don Lee when he says, 
"the Chronicle of four years ago 
had a reputation that needed to 
be buried," but I also believe the 
Chronicle just released has a 
reputation which can only be 
salvaged by turning all copies 
over to the Physical Plant to use 
as a coal substitute. 
There is certainly no shortage 
of talent on this campus, and 
those who accept the challenge to 
collect and distribute the artistic 
inventions of students (produc- 
tions by the Clemson Players, 
University Chorus, The Tiger, 
Union Gallery, to name a few) do 
so with pride and personal 
sacrifice. Apparently, Don Lee 
and his staff have no pride in 
their work, and I imagine their 
idea of personal sacrifice is. to 
have Johnny Walker Red instead' 
of Chevas and to have Coors ship- 
ped in rather than having 





While walking to and from my 
classes over the past few days, I 
have observed hundreds of fleet- 
footed, nimble-kneed students 
displaying one or more ski lift 
tickets on the zipper of their ski 
jackets. 
Has the Physical-Plant con- 
structed a lift somewhere on 
campus to help students get from 
west campus to east campus? Ap- 
parently there is a lift on campus 
somehwere — why else would all 
of those people be wearing those 
tickets? In my days at Clemson, 
I've witnessed some pretty weird 
phenomena, but this invisible 
campus lift takes the cake. 
Jimmy Holden 
Placement Bulletin 
Qualified students interested in recruiting with the following companies may sign up in the Placement 
Office two weeks prior to the scheduled visit. For further information on recruiting procedures, come 
to the Placement Office, Room 804, University Union. 
Date 
Wednesday, Jan. 24 
Thursday, Jan. 25 
Friday, Jan. 26 
Company 
National Steel Corp. 
Shakespeare Corp. 
Fieldcrest Mills 
institute of Paper Chemistry 
Stanley Tools 
Fieidcrest Mills 
Seeking Candidates Majoring In: 






A full schedule will appear in next week's issue. 
Letters Policy 
The Tiger welcomes letters 
from its readers on all subjects. 
Please type letters, triple-spaced 
on a 65-space line. 
All letters. 200 words or 
shorter, will'be published after 
unquestionably routine editing 
(for grammatical and spelling er- 
rors), except in those cases in 
which a letter is blatantly 
obscene or potentially libelous. 
In these special cases, if.a ma- 
jority vote of the Editorial Board 
of the Tiger deems it necessary, a 
letter will be withheld in part or 
in full. 
Authors of letters should sign 
their letters, with their address 
and phone number included. In 
cases in which a letter has been 
composed by more than one per- 
son, all authors should be listed, 
with their addresses and phone 
numbers. 
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Campus ambulance: three months, still rolling 
By Leslie McMahon 
News Editor 
Four months ago, the administration an- 
nounced the installation of a campus am- 
bulance service. At the time, many ques- 
tioned the chances for success of such a 
vital function being staffed and, for the 
most part, administered by student 
volunteers. 
According to Emergency Medical Ser- 
vice (EMS) officials, the only problems en- 
countered in the program have involved 
staffing — especially in the early hours of 
the day. 
During the months of October, 
November, and December, the ambulance 
logged 57 runs, with 17, 29, and 11 runs be- 
ing made in each month, respectively. 
Three-fourths of the victims were 
transported to Redfern Health Center, 
while several others involved transport to 
other area hospitals for more extensive 
treatment than is offered at Redfern. 
Law prohibits the exposure of medical 
records in an identifiable form although 
the general nature of the calls was made 
available to The Tiger through inspection 
of the log. The majority of the calls involv- 
ed minor accidents. 
Several incident reports cited possible 
diabetic reaction or metabolic shock. 
Miscellaneous pains of the chest, head, 
and abdomen along with unconsciousness 
were cited in the rest of the incidents. 
The ambulance is housed in the universi- 
ty Physical Plant facilities. Plans are be- 
ing made to move the base upon comple- 
tion of the fire station on which construc- 
tion is scheduled to begin within the next 
year. 
The vehicle is maintained by the campus 
security department. This department is 
also responsible for dispatching the vehi- 
cle. 
When a call is received, the dispatcher 
pages the Emergency Medical 
Technologists (EMTs) who are on duty. 
Each EMT is equipped with a pager and is 
SA L EH 
Downtown Clemson 
Next to Lynch's Drugstore 
responsible for having the instrument with 
him when on duty. Any EMT may respond 
to a call if he is in the vicinity and not on 
call. 
Although each EMT responds to the call 
from a location away from the station, the 
average time of response to a call is three 
minutes, with a range of one to four 
minutes. The time of response is the time 
from which the call enters the station and 
the ambulance arrives at the scene of the 
incident. 
Twenty EMTs were active in the campus 
emergency medical service last semester. 
Each of these is a student, and the group 
includes four females. Additional support 
was provided by three student and eight 
full-time firemen — each of whom has 
EMT certification. 
Preparation for the staffing of the am- 
bulance began last spring with an EMT 
training program offered on campus. 
Students participated as if in an extracur- 
ricular activity with no course credit being 
offered by the university. 
Classes met two nights each week. Each 
session lasted three hours. A total of 81 
hours is required by law for the course. An 
additional 10 hours of emergency room ex- 
perience is also required. 
Of the 36 students participating in the 
spring program, all received certification. 
The high scores of these students boosted 
the overall average of the Tri-County 
Technical College (through which the 
course was offered) by several points and 
affected the state average by several 
tenths of a point. 
The students receive no money for their 
efforts. The hours each student is on duty 
vary from four to 30 hours each week. The 
average is 12 hours. 
According to Jeff Baumann, an EMT 
who steered the efforts to acquire the am- 
bulance service, only 15 students are ac- 
tive in the program this semester. "We're 
working with 25 certified EMTs on cam- 
pus, but only 15 are active. We had trouble 
with scheduling conflicts and heavy sub- 
ject loads this semester," said Baumann. 
"To accommodate for the shortage, 
we've cut down to two-man instead of 
three-man teams. This is feasible because 
we have more experience. Right now, 
there are eight trained students waiting to 
receive certification. These will supple- 
ment the staff later in the semester." 
At the present, 18 students are enrolled 
in an EMT course being offered on cam- 
pus. 
The ambulance service is free with 
maintenance funds being provided 
through the university budget. The initial, 
vehicle was also purchased through 
university funds. The total estimated cost 
of the vehicle was $43,000. The module and 
chassis cost approximately $20,000. On- 
board radio equipment totaled $2,000, 
while additional radio equipment in- 
cluding a base station and pagers was 
$8,000. The medical equipment cost 
another $8,000, and insurance fees boosted 
the cost to the final figure. 
Senate names 
nominees 
Nominees for Student Senate officers 
were announced Monday night in the first 
regular Senate meeting of the semester. 
Elections to fill the four offices will be held 
next Monday. 
Four senators, Jeff Anderson, Walker 
Knox, Fred Lovelace, and David Mor- 
rison, have announced their intentions to 
run for president of the Senate. That office 
is presently held by Todd Lankford. 
Andy Halliday and Cliff Wingard have 
been nominated for the president pro tem- 
pore position held by Scott Devanny. 
Nominees for the office of clerk, oc- 
cupied at present by Joanne Prevost, are 
Vance Allen and Cynde Giles. Current 
secretary Debby Sheehan will seek* 
another term and will be opposed by 
Michelle Hopkins. 
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Future graduates to find employment scarce 
Only 80 per cent of the South's college 
graduates in 1985 will find jobs in occupa- 
tions that have been filled traditionally by 
college graduates. The remainder will 
need to seek employment in sales and 
clerical jobs or as blue collar, service, or 
farm workers. 
This is one of the conclusions of a new 
manpower and education report from the 
Southern Regional Education Board 
(SREB), entitled "Supply and Demand for 
College Graduates in the South, 1985," by 
Marilu H. McCarty and Eva C. Galambos. 
The report presents SREB's findings on 
the supply of college graduates compared 
to openings in which they may become 
employed. 
In 1985, job prospects for college 
graduates will vary, of course, according 
to academic major, with the gloomiest 
outlooks estimated for the fields of educa- 
tion, liberal arts, law, social work, and 
communications. On the other hand, 
graduates in business administration, the 
health fields, and the computer sciences 
Job service 
offered 
A summer job placement service for col- 
lege students and others over 18 who are 
interested in working at summer camps 
will be offered at Clemson University 
Tuesday, Jan. 23. 
Information on several hundred summer 
jobs will be presented from 10 a.m. to noon 
and from 1-5 p.m. in the university's Stu- 
dent Union ballroom. Camp directors from 
throughout the Southeast will also be con- 
ducting job interviews. 
Renovation 
bid accepted 
By Charles Bolchoz 
Assistant News Editor 
A bid from the Threatt-Michael Con- 
struction Co. of Greenville was accepted 
for the completion of the renovation of Sir- 
rine Hall. 
Threatt-Michael made a bid of $3.7 
million for the second part of a two-phase 
plan that will finalize the building's 
remodeling. Melvin Barnette, vice presi- 
dent for business and finance, explained, 
»"A contract has not been signed yet, but 
we expect to sign one any day now. We sent 
a letter to the company notifying them of 
our intentions to sign." 
University officials used almost all of 
the 30 days required by law to accept or re- 
ject a bid. The delay was caused by the 
fact that the lowest bid offered exceeded 
the architect's projected cost by 25 per 
cent. 
The second phase of the renovation plan 
is divided into two parts. The first part in- 
cludes a complete renovation of the west 
wing from the third floor to the ground 
floor. (The fourth floor and the center sec- 
tion of the third floor were renovated in the 
first phase of the project.) 
After the west wing is finished, a job 
which will take approximately 15 months, 
the faculty will be moved from the east to 
the west wing, and renovations on the East 
Wing will commence. This part of the plan 
will also take 15 months, bringing the time 
for the whole plan up to two and a half 
years, according to Jerry Boyer, 
superintendent of planning and engineer- 
ing for the Physical Plant. 
Classes which are normally held in Sir- 
rine Hall will be rescheduled in nearby 
buildings to avoid construction areas when 
the renovations begin. According to 
Barnette, the registrars had taken care of 
the scheduling before bids were received. 
Professors will still be based in the open 
sections of Sirrine and will walk to the 
other buildings for their classes. 
should find a favorable market. 
Winfred L. Godwin, president of the 
Southern Regional Education Board, 
observes, "It is important to recognize 
that the employment outlook is just one of 
the many factors that should be considered 
when deciding on a college and a major 
and that preparation for future employ- 
ment is not the sole purpose of a college 
education. Equally important, and 
something that is of growing concern to 
businesses, is that students broaden their 
perspectives, develop abilities to reason 
and think critically. While being attentive 
to the job market trends, they should not 
ignore their natural inclinations and ap- 
titudes." 
One of the most promising areas of 
employment will be business administra- 
tion, where projections show that the 
average annual job openings will be 
almost double the supply of graduates. To- 
day, businesses are calling for more 
workers with advanced education to meet 
the ever expanding complexity of running 
an enterprise. These demands for increas- 
ed academic preparation, however, which 
have been on the rise since the early 1960s, 
are expected to taper off in the 80's. 
Many of the jobs left unfilled because of 
the scarcity of business adminisministra- 
tion graduates will be open to degree 
holders in history, English, psychology 
and the other liberal arts. The report ad- 
vises humanities and social science ma- 
jors to include in their curriculum those 
courses deemed "practical" by the 
business world, such as accounting, com- 
puter programming, or personnel 
management. In addition, the authors 
urge all students to develop their writing 
skills, since a common complaint from 
employers is that graduates who can write 
well seem to be a vanishing commodity. 
The field of computer science also shows 
a positive market in 1985, where again, the 
demand will be twice as great as the supp- 
ly. Mathematics majors with some com- 
puter training are expected to fill many of 
these vacancies, since jobs in the field of 
mathematics itself will be scarce. 
Doctors, dentists, physical therapists, 
and health administration specialists will 
find jobs readily available, since the de- 
mand will exceed the supply. Pharmacy is 
the one exception, however, where it is 
estimated that, for the South, there will be 
some 500 more graduates than op- 
portunities in 1985. 
Of the other professional areas, only ac- 
counting and engineering show favorable 
markets for graduates. Competition 
among prospective architects will be 
heavy, unless there is a marked tur- 
naround in regional construction. The 
outlook for librarians and social workers is 
uncertain, since both fields rely neavily on 
fluctuating government funding. 
In addition, current overcrowding in the 
field of law is expected to continue through 
the mid-80's. 
We have the answer to your ski pro- 
blems. No more driving for three hours, 
waiting in line for two hours, and then 
finding that they've run out of your size. 
No more shoddy bindings and old equip- 
ment. And if you want to ski at night, no 
more separate rental fees. 
At the Good Earth, you can rent your 
entire set of skiis for $10 and keep them 
for 24-36 hours. And its good stuff. We 
have some stuff in rental that would cost 
$400 a set at retail. Our equipment will 
stay in top shape, because we only use it 
for one season and then sell it to you at 
cost. 
University Square 
Clemson, S.C. 29631 
654-1325 
And if downhill skiing isn't what you 
want, if you want to strike out on your 
own, if you want some peace and quiet, 
we'll rent you cross-country skiis. We've 
got the largest cross-country rental 
system in the Southeast (50 skiis) and it 
was the Good Earth who first started 
taking people on trips along the Blue 
Ridge Parkway. We'll still take you. A 
student rate of $35.00 will get you skiis 
and instruction, all food, tents, sleeping 
bags, packs, polarguard mitts and 
booties. Check out our other clinics in 
this area and out West. 
Music Machine Presents 
FRIDAY JANUARY 26 
9:00 P.M. 
$6.00 — .25 seat tax $7.25 at door 
OLD TEXTILE HALL- GREENVILLE 
W. WASHINGTON ST. OFF OF 
ACADEMY ST. (HIGHWAY 123) 
ANNOUNCING: GRAND OPENING 
AT OLD TEXTILE HALL! 
John Brookshire's music machine and 
Carl and Tom Floyd of Building Systems 
have begun renovations on Greenville's 
Historic Old Textile Hall. Our goal is to 
provide upstate South Carolina with a fine 
center for the performing • arts. Our 
building is a classic old auditorium. Be a 
part of the Greatest Grand Opening in 
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UNION SPOTLIGHT 
WEEKLY UPDATE OF UNION ACTIVITIES 
HOCKEY 
Atlanta vs. Toronto 
January 26 
5:30 p.m. to Midnight 
At Omni in Atlanta 
Sign up by January 19 
Group rates with 25 or more 
BASKETBALL 
Atlanta vs. Boston 
February 6 
4 p.m. to Midnight 
At Omni in Atlanta 
Sign up by January 30 










will perform Jan. 26 
from 8-8:45 P.M. 
between showings of 
Friday's movie. 
Admission is free! 
Competition will be 
Closed Friday 
Finals open to public 
January 23-23 in 
Palmetto Room 
SPRING CRUISE 
Final payment due Jan. %%! 
Meeting February 7 from 
7-8 p.m. in Senate Chambers 
Four female, four male 
spaces still available 
News and Info 
Grand re-opening Friday, 
Jan. 19 
Allen Damron at 9 p.m. 
Fri.&Sat. 
^ ,      ,0 Sims and Pollock Friday, 
Ettgar^; jan.i9 
^n Fred   Toulmin's 
iiaiiery: Photograph thru Jan. 27 
Y-Flick*    "Blazing   Saddles"   thru 
j an. zu 
"Return of Pink Panther" 
Jan. 22-24 
"Pink Panther Strikes 
Again" at 6 and 9 p.m. 
January 26 only and at 7 
and 9 p.m. January 25 and 
27. (see display) 
Free Flick*  Car Wasn" Jan- 21 at 8 
Video*       ML- King "Legacy" thru 
Jan. 21 
"The   Man   Who   Skied 
Down Everest" Jan. 22-28 
GAMES AND REC 
Chess Table Tennis Bridge Billiards Backgammon 
Saturday Monday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
January 20 January 22 January 22 January 23 January 24 
Free Free Free Fifty cents Free 
Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 
Rm. linYMCA In Rec Area RM.2inYMCA In Rec Area In Edgar's 






In Rec Area 
8P.M. 
TROPHIES-TO ALL-WINNERS 
TAPED PROGRAM LINE 
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Local business settles suit 
with Attorney General 
By Van Mattison 
News Writer 
A civil suit against two Clemson area 
companies was settled out of court after 
the state attorney general's office brought 
charges for failure to deliver merchan- 
dise. 
Media Marketing, Ltd. and T-Shirts and 
More, both operated by Michael Lunsford 
of Seneca, agreed to give refunds to people 
with legitimate complaints. 
Mark Dillard, public information officer 
for the attorney general's office, explained 
what happened out of court. 
"We (the attorney general's office) took 
them to court Jan. 5, and both parties 
agreed to an assurance of voluntary com- 
pliance. We've sent the assurance to them 
for negotiations and signatures. When we 
get it back, we'll send it to Judge Cox (of 
the Tenth Circuit Court) and make it bin- 
ding." 
One of the complaints against T-Shirts 
and More in downtown Clemson was a 
group of 66 women in Johnstone A-Section. 
These students ordered nightshirts for 
$5.50 each on Sept. 1,1978. 
Jenny Lord, the graduate assistant for 
Johnstone A, explained what happened. On 
Sept. 1, 66 girls from the seventh floor of 
Johnstone A ordered nightshirts which 
were to be printed with "Heaven on the 
Seventh Floor." The next time Lord heard 
about the t-shirts was at the end of 
November when the resident assistant on 
A-7 told her that the t-shirts had not arriv- 
ed. 
Several calls were made to Lunsford's 
office at Specialty Sportswear in Seneca to 
try to solve the problem. Lord had no suc- 
cess with the phone calls. "Every time I 
would call he would explain that he had to 
get together with his bookkeeper," said 
Lord. "Finally my husband and I got into 
the car and went to see him (Lunsford) at 
the store in Seneca. He agreed to meet us 
at T-Shirts and More the next day." 
The meeting that Saturday produced no 
results. "He (Lunsford) said that he would 
not give any refunds, and he refused to set 
a date for delivery of the shirts." 
The next Monday Lord went to the 
magistrate in Central and signed a war- 
rant for Lunsford's arrest because he had 
not delivered the merchandise that he had 
been paid for. 
The court temporarily prohibited the 
two companies from doing mail order 
business and froze the companies' funds. A 
suit was finally brought by the attorney 
general's office when the state Depart- 
ment of Consumer Affairs could not get 
any refunds for the complainants. 
Other examples of complaints against 
the companies include a moisture reader 
to check the water needs of plants which 
was advertised as a mail order item on 
television but was not delivered when 
ordered and paid for. 
The Ware Shoals Band Boosters also had 
a complaint. They ordered t-shirts which 
were to be delivered within two weeks near 
the beginning of the school year, and their 
shirts did not come. "TV Tempo," a local 
advertising magazine, still has about ap- 
SKI SPREE 
at Cataloochee 
Take the coupon with you to Cataloochee 
Area and ski all day] any day Monday— 
Thursday, (or only $10.00! 
($6 lift ticket and $4 equipment rental 
Enjoy the free, open feeling of uncrowded 
skiing at this special rate at 
Cataloochee, in Maggie Valley, NC 
Cataloochee has 8 slopes and 
trails, beginner to expert- 
longest run 5300 ft., 
vertical drop 740 ft. 
Three lifts (chair, T-bar 
and rope), plus the 
best up-to-date rental 
equipment 






Area & Lift Ticket 
This coupon good for special 
$4 equipment and $6 lift rates, 
Mon—Thu only, when presented 
at Cataloochee Ski Area in the 
1978-79 season. This coupon must 
be presented for special rates. 
Valid for one person only. 




Photo by Elsea 
T-SHIRTS AND MORE, located on College Avenue, was one of two firms which had 
charges of failure to deliver goods filed against them by the Attorney General. 
proximately a $700 bill unpaid by T-shirts 
and More. 
Dillard also explained why the attorney 
general's office sought civil action rather 
than making criminal charges against 
Lunsford. "We were trying to get refunds 
for the people involved with an assurance 
they will have to give refunds to people 
with legitimate complaints." 
If the companies break this agreement, 
they will be liable for fines up to $15,000. 
No other law enforcement group was 
working on the case to Dillard's 
knowledge. Although the mails were used 
to make some orders, Dillard said that to 
his knowledge "the Post Office was not 
conducting an investigation." 
LAMAR'S 
the tradition in Clemson 
presents 
ARCHIE Bell & The Drolls 
Valentine's Day, Wednesday Feb. 14 
Tickets 5.00 (4.00 w/student I.D.) 







a Juke Box 
In The Collar 
Livt From Nashville Ttnn. Pata Ray 
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Faculty Senate plans report on compensation 
By Steve Matthews 
Editor in Chief 
Low faculty salaries again became a 
point of controversy at Tuesday's Faculty 
Senate meeting. 
Senators from an ad hoc committee on 
faculty compensation reported that pro- 
fessors are "significantly undercompen- 
sated" and that this problem has "per- 
sisted for many years." The committee 
promised a full report by next month's 
meeting, including at least one resolution. 
In   October,   the   Virginia   Gazette 
reported that Clemson University was at 
the bottom of a list of 21 schools whose 
faculty salaries were surveyed. The ad hoc 
committee was created last April. 
The Senate also rejected endorsing a 
State Budget and Control Board proposal 
to increase faculty salaries by an average 
of 11 per cent. The proposal includes a six 
per cent cost-of-living increase and a five 
per cent merit increase. 
One senator pointed out that the increase 
would barely keep up with the inflation 
rate and that it might be a mistake to en- 
dorse one formula too soon. 
In another salary matter, the Senate 
tabled a committee report responding to a 
statement on summer salaries by Dean 
Victor Hurst, vice president for academic 
affairs. Senate has said that summer pay 
FACTORY 
OUTLETS SI/tRL 
CLEMSON - Clemson Shopping Center 
EASLEY- Greenville Road 
MAULDIN - Highway 276 
WARE PLACE - Belton Highway 
tourpavd 
Monday and Tuesday Nights 
Budweiser Draught 
25V12oz. glass 





University Square Mini Mall 
Student I.D. Required 
is as much as 40 per cent lower than com- 
pensation during the regular academic 
year. 
Two other matters of continuing concern 
to the senators — the academic 
withdrawal period and the Robert C. Ed- 
wards Endowment for Excellence in 
Science and Technology — were raised 
again at the 2'/2-hour meeting. 
Senate unanimously passed a resolution 
calling on the Admissions and Scholarship 
Committee "to establish a dialogue with 
the Undergraduate Council" in order to 
reach a compromise on the drop period. 
The current drop period of eight weeks 
was reduced to seven weeks for next year, 
while Senate has urged a four-week 
withdrawal period. One senator said the 
approved seven-week period is "not much 
of a compromise." 
"Major questions have not been 
answered about the endowment," another 
senator said, objecting to the name for the 
endowment and questioning the ac- 
cessibility of future funds. 
Faculty Senate President William 
Steirer said that each faculty member will 
be personally solicited and asked to pledge 
to the endowment for a three-year period. 
Professors Ray Noblett, Joe Young, John 
Walker, Charles Hester, Larry Gahan, 
Russell Shannon, David Fiste, Thelma 
Duffee, and Tom Mclnnis are coordinating 
the effort. 
Senate considered several other resolu- 
tions during the lengthy meeting. 
The Senate rejected a resolution criticiz- 
ing the cheerleading squad for par- 
ticipating in commercial ventures such as 
advertisements in the media. 
The faculty body approved a resolution 
asking that it be kept informed of results of 
Clemson students on professional ex- 
aminations. 
Also passed was a resolution to require 
college deans to distribute procedures con- 
cerning faculty. 
President Steirer, one of six members of 
a special university committee, reported 
that the search for a new university presi- 
dent was "ahead of schedule." President 
Robert C. Edwards will retire in June. 
Groups of five faculty members, chosen 
from Senate, will interview each of the 
presidential finalists. Steirer will serve on 
each group "in order to serve as a 
moderator and to provide continuity," he 
said. 
In other action, the Senate noted that 
four university committees — the Af- 
firmative Action Committee, the 
Disciplinary Committee, the Research 
Council, and the Extension Council — have 
not met this year. One senator questioned 
whether the committees were "inade- 
quately representing faculty at this time." 
The 
Watership Down 
FILM PICTURE BOOK 
AT 
THE 
UNIV. SQ. MALL 
CLEMSON 
.*.... i. * t .• . *   *     .    *   *   4   . 
10AM-9PMMON-SAT 
'■' t •  t l t A t t 
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HAIRCUTTERS 
University Square Mall 
Open Mon. thru Fri. 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. - By Appointment 
Cuts - Blow Drys - Perms - Color 
Carole Holroyd. Owner - Phone 654-5501 
Regency Apartments 
2 bedroom Townhouse *carpeted *drapes *color 
co-ordinated kitchen with dishwasher *laundry 
center *club house w/tirepiace *pool *centra! 
air, heat*$185up 
654-1558 Clemson 
Clubhouse available for private parties 
EXTRA! EXTRA! 
SAVE $2.00 
On A Large "SuperStyle" Pizza 
OR SAVE $1.00 
On A Medium "SuperStyle" Pizza 
This offer good only at participating restau- 
rants. Offer not good with other coupons or 
discounts. Limit one coupon per party, per 
visit. Cash Value l/20«. 
Offer expires February 4, 1979. 
EXTRA! EXTRA! 
SAVE $2.00 
On A Large "SuperStyle" Pizza 
OR SAVE $1.00 
On A Medium "SuperStyle" Pizza 
This offer good only at participating restau- 
rants. Offer not good with other coupons or 
discounts. Limit one coupon per party, per 
visit. Cash Value 1/2C. 
Offer expires February 25, 1979. 4fut 
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Police plan increased security for concert 
By Van Mattison 
News Writer 
Security at the Boston concert is going to 
be tighter than it was at last fall's Bob 
Seger concert, "according to Security 
Chief Jack Weeden. 
Weeden explained, "I feel that we were 
undermanned at the time (of the Seger 
concert}.. We are going to have more 
Crowe Detective Agency people at the con- 
cert Saturday." 
Last fall 24 arrests for possession of 
marijuana and/or disorderly conduct were 
made by the police at the Bob Seger con- 
cert. Weeden expressed his wishes for 
more orderly conduct at the concert, but 
he stressed the fact that security will be 
tighter. 
"There will be a sign above each en- 
trance explaining that no alcoholic 
beverages, including beer, will be allow- 
ed," said Weeden. The sign will also ex- 
plain that undercover agents will be pre- 
sent in the coliseum. 
Weeden also explained that officers at 
the concert will be conducting visual sear- 
ches. He said that these visual searches in- 
volve searches for alcohol and drugs but 
that they are not frisks. "If an officer sees 
something that he suspects is a beer or li- 
quor container, he can ask the person to 
take it out of his or her purse or pocket to 
be examined," continued Weeden: 
A person who is asked to take something 
out for the officer to see has two choices: 
"He can either take it out or he can leave 
the coliseum," said Weeden. 
Twenty-five undercover agents were 
present at last fall's Seger concert. 
Weeden said, "I would assume that there 
will be between 20 and 30 agents this 
time." 
University Recorder James Burns will 
be serving arrest warrants from an office 
in the coliseum. People arrested at the 






• Statistical Testing 
• Marketing/Sales 
• Production Planning 
• Astrology 
TI Programmable 58 
A Texas 'instruments programmable calculator can 
make a big difference in the way you work this semester 
... and in the years to come. And if you buy a TI-58 or 59 
between January 1 and February 28, 1979, you can take 
advantage of a special money-saving offer. 
Choose 2 FREE software Specialty Pakettes-a 
$20 value-when you buy a TI-58. Choose from: 
• Electronic Engineering 
• Civil Engineering 
• Fluid Dynamics 
• Biackbody Radiation 
• Oil/Gas/Energy 
• 3-D Graphics 
The economical TI-58 key-programmable provides up 
to 480 program steps or up to 60 data memories. TIs 
Specialty Pakettes can help extend its usefulness with 
ready-to-use programs written by professionals in a 
wide variety of fields. Each pakette contains step-by- 
step program listings, applications notes, instructions 
and sample problems.! Just key-in the program you 
need and you can put it to work right away. TI-58, only 
$125.00*. 
Get a $10.00 rebate when you buy a TI-59. 
Extra savings on the most advanced handheld pro- 
grammable calculator ever made. Up to 960 program 
steps or up to 100 data memories. You can store the 
Texas Instruments technology — 
bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
TI Programmable 59 
programs you write on handy magnetic cards. Addi- 
tional ready-to-use programs are available through Tl's 
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59). TI-59, 
$300.00*. 
The TI-58 and 59 are versatile, computer-like tools 
specifically designed, for solving complex problems. 
They can get you into programming quickly and easily 
—allowing you to concentrate on learning while they 
find the solutions. Both feature Solid State Software™ 
libraries with plug-in modules containing up to 5000 
steps of prewritten programs. The Master Library is 
included with each calculator—an instant "tool kit" of 
25 programs in key areas. Twelve optional 
libraries are available. 
See the TI-58 and 59 at your dealer today 
and take advantage of one of these limited 
time offers. 
'U.S. suggested retail price. 
(Specialty Pakettes do not include plug-in modules or magnetic cards. 
□  I've bought my TI-58, please send me these two free TI pakettes: 
1: , __ 
2 ; __  
O  I've bought my TI-59. please send me my$10,00 rebate. 
Texas Instruments will fulfill the offer "you have selected above when you: (1) return this completed 
coupon, including serial number. (2) along .with your completed customer information card 
(packed in box), and (3) a dated copy of proof of your purchase verifying purchase of a TI Pro- 
grammable 58 or 59 (whichever is applicable) between January 1 and February 28, 1979 Items 
must be postmarked on or before March 7,1979, to qualify for this special offer. 




concert will be taken to the Pickens County 
Jail by one of two vans parked at the col- 
iseum. 
Parking should not be a problem at the 
concert, according to Weeden. Student 
police will be handling parking for the con- 
cert. Students will not have to move their 
cars from the parking lot behind the 
stadium. 
Gates two and six will be open. Weeden 
added, "I would like for gate 11 to be open, 
and I am preparing for it." 
One of the problems which Weeden 
pointed out about the concerts is that peo- 
ple cannot get into the concert until after 
the group has tuned up their instruments. 
Weeden said that he would like to let peo- 
ple in as soon as they get in line, but they 




Applications for undergraduate scholar- 
ships to be awarded for the 1979-80 
academic year are now being distributed 
by the Financial Aid Office located in 106 
Sikes Hall. Applications must be submit- 
ted to the office no later than Feb. 1. 
Students are encouraged to apply for 
need related scholarships by submitting a 
needs-analysis form (FAF) but may apply 
for non-need related scholarships only. 
With very few exceptions, students an- 
ticipating the renewal of their scholarships 
are required to resubmit scholarship ap- 







Cliff's Notes put you inside the 
heavy stuff...the novels, plays 
and poems that can 
add real meaning 
to your life if 
you really 
understand them. 
l^5f^L\ Cliffs Notes 
iJ^S-^plS^^H can help. 
Ecology...we're working on it! 
During trie past 14 years Cliff's 
Notes has used over 2.400.000 tons 
of paper using recycled pulp 
More than 200 titles 
THEOPEft 
© 1979 lexas Instruments Incorporated 45626 
Calculator Serial Number  
(from back of calculator) 
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where prohibited bylaw. Offer good in U.S only 
J 





SUPER GIANT SIZE 20" PIZZA 
FREE: 3 QUARTS OF 
WITH ANY SUPER GIANT 20" PIZZA 
FREE: 2 QUARTS OF COKE- 
WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA 
FREE: 1 QUART OF COKE- 
WITH ANY MEDIUM PIZZA 
ALLWEEK LONG-FRIDAY 1/1-9THRU FRIDAY 1/26 
DINE IN FAST FREE DELIVERY     TAKE OUT 
ASCLOSE AS YOUR PHONE-CLOSER THAN THE PARKING LOT 
654-6990 






Mon-Thurs 11:30 am till 1 am 
Fri & Sat 11:30 am till 2 am 
Sun 11:30 am till 12 midnight 
NOTHING BETSA    PIZZA FROM CHANELO'S 
PIZZA SPAGHETTI SUBMARINES LASAGNA 
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A team victory   ...for Clemson's 6th ranked Tigers 
Scenes from Gator Bowl II 
The 1978 Gator Bowl was vastly different 
from the blow out against Pittsburgh in 
1977. In the Clemson victory over Ohio 
State by a count of 17-15, the game was not 
the only story of the night. 
The buildup to the game was a match 
between experience and inexperience. 
Clemson head coach Danny Ford, the suc- 
cessor to Charley Pell, in his first game as 
head coach, was pitted against the legen- 
dary and controversial W. W. "Woody" 
Hayes of Ohio State. Leading the offenses, 
senior quarterback and two time Atlantic 
Coast Conference player of the year, Steve 
Fuller, and freshman Art Schlicter further 
exemplified the experience differences. 
There was a confident feeling in the at- 
mosphere this year for the Tigers and their 
fans. Bowl experience left the Clemson 
faithful with little doubt of anything other 
than a victory over the Buckeyes. Even the 
departure of Charley Pell did not dampen 
the spirit of the "paw nosed" Tiger 
fanatics. 
Again this year the stands at the Gator 
Bowl began filling up with orange clad 
fans two to three hours before kickoff time. 
Every cheer in the Clemson repertoire was 
performed before the ball was ever put in- 
to play. This year Tiger fans and the team 
were not only happy to be at the Gator 
Bowl but also wanted a win. Jacksonville 
finances once again profited greatly from 
the invasion of Tiger fans. 
The night of the game had threatening 
skies until game time when a stiff breeze 
blew away all chances of rain. 
The Tigers entered the field for war- 
mups from the same dressing room that 
Pittsburgh used in the '77 contest. This 
good omen for Clemson completed the 
game picture. 
In addition to the game, the one side 
show that all fans wanted to see was that 
put on by Ohio State coach Woody Hayes, 
referee baiter, possessor of a great right 
hook, and enemy of writers and 
photographers. Hayes did not disappoint 
the Tiger fans or a national television au- 
dience as he fussed with the refs and final- 
ly infuriated the Clemson backers with one 
of the most shocking displays in the history 
of college football. Woody put on a better 
show than Dan Devine did in Death Valley 
during the 1977 Clemson-Notre Dame 
game. 
The first quarter was a scoreless 
deadlock as both squads jockeyed for posi- 
tion. The Buckeyes held the upper hand 
early with better field position because of a 
stiff breeze at their backs, but a fine Clem- 
son defensive unit made a dramatic goal- 
line stand to stop an early scoring attempt 
by the Bucks two yards from paydirt. 
Ohio State eventually opened the scoring 
with a 27-yard field goal to take a 3-0 lead. 
Clemson equalled the challenge and came 
back with a good drive with an excellent 
mixture of running and paslsing that ended 
in a short run by Steve Fuller for a 
touchdown. Obed Ariri added the point to 
make the score 7-3 in favor of the Tigers. 
Just before the end of the half, OSU 
scored again on a short run by quarter- 
back Art Schlicter to take a 9-7 advantage. 
The extra point attempt was blocked by 
Clemson defensive end Steve Gibbs. 
With 1:15 left in the half, Clemson bounc- 
ed right back and began a quick drive to 
end the scoring in the first half with a 47- 
yard field goal by Ariri with just seven 
seconds on the clock. After two quarters, 
Clemson led 10-9. 
In the third stanza, the Tigers played 
probably their best quarter of the year. 
The defensive unit totally frustrated the 
Buckeye offensive attack by holding it to 
zero yards'gained and zero first downs. 
The offensive troops contributed a 19-play, 
34-yard drive for a touchdown that used 
over seven minutes. Cliff Austin went over 
from one yard out, and Ariri added the 
PAT to make the score 17-9 for the Tigers. 
The fourth quarter turned what looked 
like a sure victory for the Tigers into a nail 
biter. Buckeye, quarterback Schlichter 
scored once again, but the Tigers stopped 
the two-point try and provided themselves 
with the two point margin. The real action 
was just starting. 
With just a few minutes left, Fuller pit- 
ched the football behind Warren Ratchford 
on an option play to the right, and the 
Buckeyes recovered Clemson's only tur- 
nover of the game. It looked as if the 
mistake would defeat the Tigers. OSU 
moved closer to the goal line, but with less 
than two minutes to play on a third-down 
and eight-yard pass, Tiger sophomore 
guard Charlie Bauman intercepted a pass, 
sealed the victory, and put Clemson 
University on the national map to stay. 
After the, interception, Bauman ran out 
of bounds, on the Ohio State sideline, met 
Woody, and was greeted with a chop to the 
throat that has been replayed on television 
more times than the episodes of 
"Gilligan's Island." 
What ensued was utter confusion and 
several separate melees. Security person- 
nel were able to restore order after about 
10 minutes, and the Buckeye players even- 
tually controlled Coach Hayes. After the 
game, Hayes was surrounded by police 
and assistants as he walked to the locker 
room. Woody did not meet with the press; 
he sent one of his coaches to talk to the 
writers. 
After meeting early on the morning of 
Dec. 30, OSU officials decided to relieve 
Woody Hayes after 28 years of head 
coaching. He had embarrassed the 
Buckeyes for the last time. 
Clemson was on national news all day 
Saturday through involvement in the 
Hayes incident, and Tigertown was in the 
national spotlight. 
Clemson, the team that beat football fac- 
tory Ohio State and Woody in the veteran 
coach's last game, was put in the position 
of a football power finishing sixth in both 
polls. 
The Gator Bowl of 1978 was a senior led 
win. A rookie head coach and a short hand- 
ed coaching staff did a great job in prepar- 
ing the team and themselves for the game. 
Warren Ratchford came in when Lester 
Brown had to leave with an arm injury and 
did an excellent job. In '77, Ratchford was 
suspended and did not dress for the game. 
In '78 the "Rat" ran the ball with authority 
and gave the Tigers the outside speed they 
needed to compensate for Brown's 
absence. 
Quarterback Steve Fuller was named 
the most valuable player of the game for 
his leadership of the Tiger offensive attack 
in his final game wearing the orange and 
white. Even though a few times OSU 
receivers got behind the Clemson secon- 
dary for some lengthy completions, the en- 
tire Clemson defensive unit was responsi- 
ble for a good effort in stopping the Bucks. 
The Gator Bowl was the culmination of 
one of Clemson's best seasons ever with a 
record of 11 wins, one loss, and no ties. The 
football program is now on its way, and the 
Tigers will have to be dealt with for many 
years into the future. 
Even though there were many different 
stories surrounding the game, the final 
score told the tale: Clemson 17, Ohio State 
15. 
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•y   ... for Clemson 's 6th ranked Tigers 
from Gator Bowl II 
tion. The Buckeyes held the upper hand 
early with better field position because of a 
stiff breeze at their backs, but a fine Clem- 
son defensive unit made a dramatic goal- 
line stand to stop an early scoring attempt 
by the Bucks two yards from paydirt. 
Ohio State eventually opened the scoring 
with a 27-yard field goal to take a 3-0 lead. 
Clemson equalled the challenge and came 
back with a good drive with an excellent 
mixture of running and passing that ended 
in a short run by Steve Fuller for a 
touchdown. Obed Ariri added the point to 
make the score 7-3 in favor of the Tigers. 
Just before the end of the half, OSU 
scored again on a short run by quarter- 
back Art Schlicter to take a 9-7 advantage. 
The extra point attempt was blocked by 
Clemson defensive end Steve Gibbs. 
With 1:15 left in the half, Clemson bounc- 
ed right back and began a quick drive to 
end the scoring in the first half with a 47- 
yard field goal by Ariri with just seven 
seconds on the clock. After two quarters, 
Clemson led 10-9. 
In the third stanza, the Tigers played 
probably their best quarter of the year. 
The defensive unit totally frustrated the 
Buckeye offensive attack by holding it to 
zero yards gained and zero first downs. 
The offensive troops contributed a 19-play, 
34-yard drive for a touchdown that used 
over seven minutes. Cliff Austin went over 
from one yard out, and Ariri added the 
PAT to make the score 17-9 for the Tigers. 
The fourth quarter turned what looked 
like a sure victory for the Tigers into a nail 
biter. Buckeye, quarterback Schlichter 
scored once again, but the Tigers stopped 
the two-point try and provided themselves 
with the two point margin. The real action 
was just starting. 
With just a few minutes left, Fuller pit- 
ched the football behind Warren Ratchford 
on an option play to the right, and the 
Buckeyes recovered Clemson's only tur- 
nover of the game. It looked as if the 
mistake would defeat the Tigers. OSU 
moved closer to the goal line, but with less 
than two minutes to play on a third-down 
and eight-yard pass, Tiger sophomore 
guard Charlie Bauman intercepted a pass, 
sealed the victory, and put Clemson 
University on the national map to stay. 
After the, interception, Bauman ran out 
of bounds, on the Ohio State sideline, met 
Woody, and was greeted with a chop to the 
throat that has been replayed on television 
more times than the episodes of 
"Gilligan's Island." 
What ensued was utter confusion and 
several separate melees. Security person- 
nel were able to restore order after about 
10 minutes, and the Buckeye players even- 
tually controlled Coach Hayes. After the 
game, Hayes was surrounded by police 
and assistants as he walked to the locker 
room. Woody did not meet with the press; 
he sent one of his coaches to talk to the 
writers. 
After meeting early on the morning of 
Dec. 30, OSU officials decided to relieve 
Woody Hayes after 28 years of head 
coaching. He had embarrassed the 
Buckeyes for the last time. 
Clemson was on national news all day 
Saturday through involvement in the 
Hayes incident, and Tigertown was in the 
national spotlight. 
Clemson, the team that beat football fac- 
tory Ohio State and Woody in the veteran 
coach's last game, was put in the position 
of a football power finishing sixth in both 
polls. 
The Gator Bowl of 1978 was a senior led 
win. A rookie head coach and a short hand- 
ed coaching staff did a great job in prepar- 
ing the team and themselves for the game. 
Warren Ratchford came in when Lester 
Brown had to leave with an arm injury and 
did an excellent job. In '77, Ratchford was 
suspended and did not dress for the game. 
In '78 the "Rat" ran the ball with authority 
and gave the Tigers the outside speed they 
needed to compensate for Brown's 
absence. 
Quarterback Steve Fuller was named 
the most valuable player of the game for 
his leadership of the Tiger offensive attack 
in his final game wearing the orange and 
white. Even though a few times OSU 
receivers got behind the Clemson secon- 
dary for some lengthy completions, the en- 
tire Clemson defensive unit was responsi- 
ble for a good effort in stopping the Bucks. 
The Gator Bowl was the culmination of 
one of Clemson's best seasons ever with a 
record of 11 wins, one loss, and no ties. The 
football program is now on its way, and the 
Tigers will have to be dealt with for many 
years into the future. 
Even though there were many different 
stories surrounding the game, the final 
score told the tale: Clemson 17, Ohio State 
15. 
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6C* * Single file... keep moving ' 
It's started again. The sounds of heavy 
partying permeating the still night air lead 
me to believe that nearly everyone made a 
safe return to the hallowed halls of this 
beloved institution. All are apparently 
having a delightful time preparing to pur- 
sue their favorite forms of study, namely 
parties and the opposite sex, but not 
necessarily in that order. 
Loose Ends 
by Charlie Davis 
Unfortunately for us and a few swinging 
Professors, the fun must end, and we must 
kgin the drudgery of accepting the 
Punishments that our money has bought, 
b To start the semester off right everyone 
-f is allowed to stand in various lines for 
various lengths of time and for various 
reasons. Knowing that this would be an up- 
coming event, some eager students prac- 
ticed standing in line over the holidays. I 
tried it once or twice at home while no one 
was looking. However, my sister did catch 
me one time. I was standing at the kitchen 
counter practicing for the cafeteria line 
when she walked up and asked just what I 
was (in no uncertain terms) doing. After 
ray reply she burst into tears for some 
unknown reason and mumbled something 
about men in white jackets coming from 
Columbia. 
I tried to explain that one does not need a 
reason to stand in line at Clemson, but my 
explanation was to no avail. I honestly 
believe that we are so well line trained that 
if two people stand one behind the other 
anywhere on campus for more than two 
minutes with an eager, expectant look on 
their faces they will soon be joined by 
several thousand. 
The most puzzling line is the fee pay- 
ment line. Here hordes of students line up 




I can understand people standing in line 
to get shots or to pick up bingo cards, but 
people actually stand in line to give away 
money? I envision little Pedro now as he 
finally gets to the fee assessor's desk and 
falls on his knees, weeping for joy as his 
card is stamped "fees assessed." Now he 
can rest assured that he won't be out in the 
streets getting drunk. He can't afford it. 
Another fun line seen to form around 
here is the infamous Bookstore line, so 
named because nearly everyone in the line 
would rather be at the other Bookstore. 
The fear, in the words "buy books" rank 
next only to the fear produced by the words 
"the beer is poisoned!" and "sorry, we 
just sold the last Gator Bowl ticket." More 
checkbooks have self-destructed in this 
line than all others put together. 
Just this week I witnessed two heart 
seizures, 12 migrains, three fallen arches, 
and two cases of the plague develop in the 
bookstore line. However, one of the heart 
attacks was not legitimate. 
There were two characters who worked 
quite well together at the Cardio Ripoff 
game. They both made it to the checkout 
J-»ME   HERE W^ 
counter with an armload of books. Once 
there, the first one faked a heart attack 
while the second stuffed the books under 
the victim's shirt, cleverly disguising the 
movements as cardio pulmonary 
resuscitation. After instituting a quick 
recovery, the victim lavished thanks and 
praise on his partner, and they both walk- 
ed out leaving us with tears of joy and ad- 
miration in our eyes and on our shirts. If I 
had tried such shenanigans, they would 
have pronounced me dead on the floor. 
One of the more humorous lines around 
is the line to the restroom during halftime 
at our sporting events. This line is almost a 
sporting event in itself. It's almost like a 
race with everyone jockeying for position. 
The racers stand trembling with eyes bulg- 
ing, legs crossed, and a rather strained 
smile on their faces. Then someone has a 
miscue, and the drivers shift lanes. But in 
this race everyone leaves feeling like a 
winner, 
Lines are everywhere. Any Clemson stu- 
dent will swear to that. The trick is to be 
ready for them. Practice up when you 
have nothing to do. You'll be surprised 
what might happen. 
The Corporation, the most progressive entertainment Center in the Southeast. 
Presents 
DISCO 
Wednesday thru Saturday with the Sound from 
the D.J., Tommy 
Wednesdays- 
HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT- 
$1.00 cover, Thursdays- 
HOURLY KEG BASH 
9-10-11 P.M. $1.00 cover 
NO COVER Wed. & Thurs. from 7:00 til 8:00 p.m. or after Basketball games with stub- 
Mini-Deli Menu 
Hamburger .65 Sausage Rolls .65 
Ham Rolls .65 Corned Beef Rolls .65 
Roast Beef Rolls .65 Steak Rolls .65 
Turkey Rolls .65 French Fries .50 
'MMMPHIIMP'^'Qi^iMMMRHHHHIHBHHHMiMMM 
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'Old House' offers  ' something different' 
That chilly, windy weather that travels 
with the North Wind is right on schedule 
continuing its annual visit to the Clemson 
area. Conditions are mild to those of you 
who leave your icier, more northern 
regions and come south for the winter, but 
temperatures outside still aren't as warm 
as a body likes them to be. 
On the Go 
by Susan Keasler 
Walking to class in cold weather can 
often nearly freeze one's bones. Reviving 
car motors while scraping frost off the 
windshield inspires thoughts of throwing 
one more blanket on the pile before crawl- 
MISS CLEMSON 
PAGEANT 
Any organization wishing to 
sponsor a contestant for the Miss 
^Clemson pageant please pick up 
an entry form in the Student 
Government office. They must' 
be returned by 1:00 p.m., Friday, 
January 26. 
„, brothers' 
I   bicycles of clemson 
-654-6821- 
COMPLETE SERVICE 
Bikes • Accessories «AAopeds 
107EARLEST.     DOWNTOWN 
l     MICHELIN «MICHEUN*MICHELIN» 
Don's Tires, Inc. 
J N. Clemson Ave.        654-5072 
PUT 
YOU 
Itie fastest growing tire company In America! 
Don's Tires, Inc 
ing back under the covers. Hot chocolate 
and coffee, among various other 
beverages, are traditionally known for 
chasing away chills. So is a fill-you-up hot 
meal. 
Once you're tired of pizza, sandwiches, 
hamburgers, even steak, and thinking 
about "something different," warm the 
car one more time and head for the Old 
House in Seneca. The Old House serves 
"something different" slow-cooked, home- 
baked, old Southern food. 
The Old House is eactly what it is called: 
an old house now turned into a restaurant, 
complete with front porch, large dining 
room, and fireplace. 
When you arrive at the Old House, find a 
spot on the dirt yard area, where you 
should be out of other customers' way, and 
make yourself a parking place. Head for 
the front door, stepping across paraphana 
lia clearly from days long gone by. 
Guests dine in the atmosphere of an old 
Southern family home. You sit on wooden 
benches, pulled closely together around a 
wooden table. Colorful country print cur- 
tains cover the windows of the Old House. 
Most promising of all the tradition 
represented in this home is the "somethin' 
diffrunt" food. Chicken, or whatever 
similar dish that you order, is fried to 
mouthwatering   satisfaction.   Your 
beverage is served in a quart canning jar 
like those used at Po' Folks. 
There was once a time when folks loved 
those evenings that several families got 
together and shared supper and entertain- 
ment. Many still do. Dropping by The Old 
House feels like you're dropping by to 
spend the evening with an old friend. 
To get to The Old House from Clemson, 
go south on U.S. 123 to Seneca. Take a right 
onto S.C. 107, and travel approximately 
three miles on this road, until you reach 
the Oconee Nursery. Go left immediately 
past the Nursery, and follow the road till it 
ends. Take a right turn at the end, and 
follow the signs from there. 
'- In »- ( T 
'You're probably wondering lioiv I got where I am today. 
For the real beer lover. 
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 1978 
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College Bowl competition: 
'varsity sport of the mind' 
Now that classes have begun again, 
most students have faded thoughts of 
holidays and bowl trips. 
But not every student has forgotten 
bowls, for Clemson is preparing to send a 
team to another bowl competition. This 
team is not composed of athletes, however. 
College Bowl, "the varsity sport of the 
mind," tests the skills of scholastic ability. 
College Bowl has a long television 
history, and it offers an opportunity for 
quick thinking scholastic minds to par- 
ticipate in varsity competition. Several 
years ago the television version of the pro- 
gram was taken off the air. Many college 
. campuses continued the contests through 
the Association of Collegiate Unions- 
International (ACU-I). 
The Games and Recreation Committee 
of the Student Union is sponsoring College 
Bowl competition in the student Senate 
chambers Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes- 
day, Jan. 22 - 24. Competition begins each 
day at 4 p.m. Sue Sackett, a Union staff 
member from the program board, coor- 
dinated the effort. 
Eleven teams will participate for the 
chance to enter regional competition 
representing Clemson at the University of 
Tennessee in Knoxville during February. 
College  Bowl,   a  question-and-answer 
game, is played between two teams of four 
players each. Competition questions cover 
a broad range of subjects including 
sciences, history, literature, music, cur- 
rent events, and sports and are thoroughly 
researched by the CoUege Bowl and 
authetnticated by the Reader's Digest 
Association. 
The game is divided into two halves with 
two quarters in each half. Actual com- 
petitive play time can vary between 25 and 
35 minutes. Winners of the various ACU-I 
regional divisions will participate in na- 
tional and world championship competi- 
tion at Miami Beach, Florida, in March 
and April. Television coverage is schedul- 
ed for regional, national, and world tour- 
naments. 
The United All-Stars will face the British 
All-Stars in England during April. 
College Bowl is one of the many projects 
that the Union's exoansion program has 
undertaken since their beginnings with 
the fine arts film committeeof the YMCA 
staff in the middle 1960's. "We started with 
discussions in dorms, small concerts in 
Tillman Auditorium, and classical film 
showings in the 'Y' theater," said Butch 
Trant, director of the Union. 
Early in 1972 the Union staff wa's 
organized from the old YMCA staff. It 
Specialty Of The House Sandwiches 
The Sourdough Special 
ISIiced roast beef and Swiss cheese piled high on a sub 
Iroll with lettuce, tomato, and pickle 2.65 
Reuben 
Corned beef teamed with sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, and 
1000 Island dressing. Served on rye bread 2.40 
Sourdough's Sub 
Salami and ham served on a sub roll with Swiss cheese,   • 
lettuce, and tomato 2.30 
Sourdough's Combination 
Roast beef, ham, and turkey together on your choice 
of bread 2.55 
With cheese - add .20     With lettuce and tomato - add .10 
Customer's Choice 
Your choice of any three meats and bread 2.55 
With cheese - add .20     With lettuce and tomato - add .10 
Sourdough's Torpedo 
Hefty portions of roast beef and corned beef served hot 
on a sub roil with smoked cheese, lettuce, and tomato    .   .   2.65 
Cheese Sandwich 
Your choice of cheese r id bread, served with chips and 
a pickle     1.85 
With lettuce and tomato - add .10 
Peanut Butter And Jelly 
The all time classic 90 
Side Order Salads 
Tossed Salad    .....      .85 
Potato Salad • Mild American or zesty German .65 
o Suit- - Yourself Sandwiches 
Make your favorite! Your choice of meat and bread, 
served hot or cold with chips and a pickle 1.90 
Roast Beef.   . 2.05 
Meats Breads Cheeses 
Ham Pumpernickel American 
Turkey Whole Wheat Provolone 
Salami Kaiser Roll Imported Swiss 
Pastrami Onion Roll Hickory Smoked 
Corned Beef French 
White 
Rye 
With cheese -add .20     With lettuce and tomato - add .10 
TEAM MEMBERS DISCUSS an answer to 
tlon Wednesday. 
operated from the Holtzendorf YMCA 
facilities. "We had billiards, ping pong, 
and chess tournaments,'' continued Trant. 
Construction on the present Union com- 
plex began in 1973 after eight years of 
study and planning the needed structure. 
Program expansion continued though the 
facilities were not dedicated for another 
three years. 
"We do what the students request within 
reason," Trant stated about Union spon- 
sored activities. "If students do not like the 
things we do," commented the director, 
"they need to come tell us about it." 
During its first year of existence the 
Photo by Klosinski 
a bonus question during College Bowl competi- 
Union's programming budget was around 
$15,000. Operation expenses today are 
around $500,000. "Every penny we get," 
said Trant, "we give back to the students. 
None of the money paid for activity ex- 
penses is used to pay my salary or 
anybody else's salary." 
Along with the Union complex, Holtzen- 
dorf YMCA center, the beach recreation 
areas, and various on-campus locations 
are used for union programs and events. 
The Union staff is holding Union Recruit- 
ment Week Jan. 15-19 for student 
volunteers interested in joining Union 
committees. 
Dest Pizza in Town 
PICK YOUR FAVORITE! 9" 12" 
Cheese 2.05 3.20 
Hamburger 2.70 4.20 
Sausage 2.70 4.20 
Pepperoni 2.70 4.20 
Canadian Bacon 2.70 4.20 
Mushroom 2.70 4.20 
Green Pepper 2.70 4.20 
Onion 2.70 4.20 
The Super 3.75 5.30 
Each Additional Topping .65 .65 
Chef's Salad 
~T>~^; Chunks of ham, turkey, and cheese, served on lettuce 
and garnished with croutons. Your choice of French, 
1000 Island, Blue Cheese, or Italian dressing 2.25 
Italian Salad 
A fresh, zesty salad of mixed greens topped with 
pepperoni, salami, Provolone cheese, and Oil 
and Vinegar dressing, 2.25 
Quiche And Sabd 
Traditional cheese pie with bits of ham. 
Served with a salad 2.35 
<a 
Desserts 
Cheesecake   .....       .99 Apple Pie 60 
Beverages 
Iced or Hot Tea   .35     Coffee   .35 
Hot Cocoa   .40        Milk   .55       Orange Juice   .55 
Soft Drinks 
Coke, Tab, Sprite, Mr. Pibb small   .35     large    .45 
Beer 
Budweiser mug   .   .     .55 pitcher . . 3.10 
Michelob mug   .   .     .60 pitcher . . 3.35 
Natural Lite mug   .   .     .55 pitcher . . 3.10 
FREE on Campus Delivery 5-10 P.M. 7 Days a Week University Square ■ 002 Seneca Rd.. Clemson. 5 C ■ Coll 654-6095 •/burdouoh> 
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arts / entertainment 
Gutter Coffee House renovated, reopens 
By Jim Stovall 
Entertainment Editor 
In October, 1977, the fire marshal 
declared that Clemson's coffee house, the 
Gutter, was a fire hazard. An inadequate 
electrical wiring system and a rug that 
wasn't fire-resistant were the elements in- 
volved. The Gutter has been closed since 
then. 
Tonight, the newly redecorated, 
inspector-approved Gutter Coffee House 
will reopen featuring the musical talents of 
folk-singer Allen Damron. Billed as "the 
best folk singer in Texas," Damron ac- 
companies himself on the guitar. 
The Gutter will open Friday night at 8:30 
p.m., and the shows begin at 9, 10 and 11 
p.m. For those who enjoy refreshment 
with their entertainment, the Gutter 
serves coffee, a variety of exotic and 
domestic teas, soft drinks, yogurt, and 
pastries. 
There really isn't another place in Clem- 
son quite like the Gutter. It has a quiet, in- 
timate atmosphere, and it's one of the only 
places that doesn't serve beer or alcohol. 
That makes it available to those under 18 
as well as those folks who prefer their 
entertainment without alcohol. Said Gut- 
ter Chairman Ken Teeter, "It's a place to 
go when you want to listen to some music 
but you don't want to contend with the 
rowdies at Edgars." 
Entertainers like the atmosphere, said 
Union Program Director Art Hartzog. He 
continued, "They like the closeness of the 
relationship to the audience. Many like the 
fact that there's no alcohol. They feel that 
they get more attention from their au- 
dience." 
The Gutter has changed a bit from what 
it was 18 months ago. They hope to reach a 
wide audience by augmenting their live 
acts with great classic movies and local 
talent. They plan to open two weekends a 
month and hope to expand to three a month 
later. 
Many long, hard hours have been spent 
preparing to reopen the Gutter at a cost of 
about $5,000. The bulk of that went to the 
Physical Plant for rewiring. Then came 
the new carpet, bean bag chairs to match, 
and lumber for general repairs. Finally a 
few pieces of new equipment completed 
the expenditures. 
Five thousand dollars was a pretty 
healthy chunk out of a $6,000 annual 
budget, and since the Gutter staff couldn't 
scare up any emergency funding, it took a 
while to find the money for the necessary 
repairs. It took almost a year's budget, but 
it's paid off. 
For those who don't know where to find 
the Gutter, look for the sign on the side of 
the YMCA near the University Band door. 
Take the stars down, relax, and enjoy an 
evening at the Gutter. 
V,* 
%::fiwERsiiY flmmf. 
Photo by Hatfield 
WHERE'S THE GUTTER? You can find it at the rear of the YMCA near the entrance to the 
Tiger Band room on the side facing Godfrey Hall. Come hear folk singer Allen Damron 
when the Gutter reopens Friday night at 8:30. 
Autumn Chronicle lacks strong direction 
By Jim Stovall 
Entertainment Editor 
If you weren't looking for the Chronicle, 
you may have missed it. The Chronicle ar- 
rived in Clemson late last semester and 
was distributed without much excitement. 
That seems to be par for the course in 
Clemson, unless you're talking about foot- 
ball. 
Several people took great pain to tell me 
that the Chronicle was terrible. That view 
seems extreme. Perhaps the biggest pro- 
blem with this issue was that it was just 
average and insubstantial when it could 
have been a magazine of real quality and 
powerful substance. 
The awkward arrangement of the 
Chronicle thwarted much of the work that 
went into it. The magazine completely 
lacks a sense of flow or development that 
would convey the issue as a coherent pro- 
duct instead of the random collection that 
it seems to be. 
Not unlike Matt Rice's "scout troop of 
long ago," many readers were scandaliz- 
ed, repulsed, and turned off by the first 
paragraph of "Sierra Tripping." Rice's 
writing is at times amusing; the hand writ- 
ten format, rather tedious. 
"The Relationship" is an observant 
slice-of-life short story. K. Barney's 
careful characterization adds much to the 
story. It's too bad that the sentimentality 
of the ending is so predictably trite and 
negates much of the effect of an otherwise 
powerful and well written story. 
"The Gallery" section offers some ex- 
citing graphic work. At the top of the list is 
David Harlan's "The Dream" and Andy 
Roth's portrait, closely followed by Kellie 
Dyer's "Midnite Mystery" and Booth's 
"Farm Scene." The enigma of the section 
is the work by Debra Beasley. Is this a 
black and white reproduction of a color 
work? It leaves something to be desired as 
presented. 
The shining star of this issue is clearly 
"The Thimkeys" by Neil Dunlap. There is 
a power and vitality about this story that 
separates and elevates it above the other 
material in the magazine. The Chronicle 
would do well to seek more writers of this 
caliber. 
In the realm of wasted space, you might 
want to consider these three particular ar- 
ticles: "Clemson University College of 
Restroom Lit.," "Where Do You Want to 
Eat?," and "Shorts and No Shorts." Bob 
Carlson's critique of "Animal House" in 
"Shorts..." is interesting, but the photo of 
streakers (why streakers, for gosh 
sakes?) is offensive and detracts from the 
pages that it defaces. If it is supposed to 
emphasize Carlson's point, it went too far. 
Way too far. 
Milly Robbins Thomas' well-crafted 
humor dealing with her relationship with 
plants and that peculiar affliction known 
as "brownthumb" is handsomely com- 
plemented by Joel Newman's drawing. 
"F-Stop" follows with some arresting 
photographs by Doug Seiler and Paul 
Cook. The following color photographs 
would be nice in Better Homes and 
Gardens or some similar magazine for 
gray-haired old ladies, but they lack any 
real importance to the Chronicle other 
than being "pretty." 
While we're on the subject, why is the 
cover plastered with fall leaves? They're 
"pretty," too, but they certainly tell 
nothing about the contents of the 
Chronicle. Perhaps they best indicate the 
organizational mishmash that prevented 
this Chronicle from achieving its full 
potential as an effective variety magazine. 
Don't abandon the Chronicle yet. 
Perhaps autumn's dry leaves will blow 
away to reveal a new life and vitality in the 
spring. Hopefully that new vitality will 
manifest itself in an organized, coherent 
statement of what a quality magazine real- 
ly is. I certainly hope so. 
THE TIGER NEEDS YOU 
We Need You To Write, Photograph, Draw, 
Sell Ads, and Various Other Things. 
If You Are Interested, Come To 
Our Drop-ln-Monday Jan. 29 
8:00p.m.-Refreshments 
i 
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Poco's 'Legend':a new musical tale 
By Dan Bibb 
Entertainment Writer 
If Poco, at the time of its third album, 
"Deliverin" was a "toe-tapping, foot- 
stomping, knee-slapping" rock and roll 
band as Peter Fornatale of WNEW-FM 
called it, you'd have to say that with the 
release of its latest album, "Legend," it 
has become more of a sit down and relax 
rock and roll band. 
Off the Record 
by Dan Bibb 
A band once known for its soaring har- 
monies and hard driving country rock 
music, Poco now seems to have taken off 
in a different direction, a direction 
characterized by an easy listening sound. 
The change isn't really surprising when 
the fact that only one member of the 
original band, Rusty Young, still performs 
with the group is considered. 
Gone since their last album, "Indian 
Summer," are the writing and vocal 
talents of Timothy B. Schmit and the 
steady drum work of George Grantham. 
They've been replaced by new members 
Charlie Harrison and Steve Chapman. But 
changes in personnel are nothing new to 
the group. 
The two originators of the band, Jim 
Messina (formerly of Loggins and 
Messina) and Richie Furay (of the Richie 
Furay Band), have long since departed. 
Messina left after the "Deliverin' " album 
and Furay made his exit after the album 
"Crazy Eyes." Before forming Poco, both 
were members of the '60's super group, 
Buffalo Springfield — the group that pro- 
duced such talents as Stephen Stills and 
Neil Young. 
When Messina left the group, he was 
replaced by Paul Cotton, a pure rock-and- 
roller who at first didn't seem to fit into the 
band's country rock style of music. As pro- 
of, listen to his selections on "From the In- 
CDCC stages Boston show 
By JimStovall 
Entertainment Editor 
The Central Dance and Concert Commit- 
tee (CDCC) will.continue its tradition of 
quality entertainment this semester by 
presenting Boston in concert in Littlejohn 
Coliseum at 8 p.m. on Jan. 20. Also appear- 
ing will be Sammy Hagar, former lead 
singer for the group Montrose. 
Ticket sales for the performance have 
been brisk, with Clemson students pur- 
chasing over 2500 tickets, one-fourth of Lit- 
tlejohn's capacity, by Tuesday prior to the 
show. Reserved seats on the floor level are 
sold out, but general admission tickets for 
$7.50 are still available. 
CDCC Chairman Dave Lorick gave 
students a price break by making 2000 
tickets available at $5.50, $2.00 off of the 
regular price. The CDCC often subsidizes 
part or all of a concert cost. 
Other presentations planned by CDCC 
for this semester include Sealevel with 
Oconee on Feb. 9 in Tillman Auditorium. 
Tickets will be $1.00. 
Tentatively scheduled for Mar. 4 is the 
poet laureate of the revolutionary 60's, Bob 
Dylan. No other details for this concert are 
immediately available. 
side." However, with later albums he 
seemed to fit in quite well. His writing and 
vocals on the "Rose of Cimmarron" album 
(Poco's best) were excellent. 
When Furay decidedJ.o exit, he wasn't 
replaced. Instead, the'band carried on 
with Schmit, Young, Grantham, and Cot- 
ton. 
All this now brings us to their latest 
album, "Legend." Those Poco fans who 
like their music tinged with Rusty Young's 
steel guitar and dobro work will be disap- 
pointed. Young, it appears, has forsaken 
his tools of the trade in order to concen- 
trate on his writing. 
His song "Crazy Love," though the 
shortest and simplest one on the album, is 
probably the album's best. It's a relaxing, 
easy-to-listen-to song that probably will be 
a commercial success. 
On the other hand, the title song 
"Legend" is nothing but pure down-home 
rock and roll. Some of Young's other 
songs, however, are not as well written. 
"Love Comes, Love Goes" and "Little 
Darlin' " just clutter the album. 
Paul Cotton's "Heart of the Night" is 
probably his best work on the album and 
falls right below "Crazy Love" in quality. 
Overall, the album seems to be more 
balanced than some of Poco's earlier 
albums, and because of the group's new 
easy sound, the album will probably obtain 
more radio air play than any of the group's 
previous albums. 
So, if you like "toe-tapping, foot- 
stomping, knee-slapping" music, you 





SEA LEVEL with OCONEE 
February 9 
Tillman Auditorium 
3eatnrtne son maKes every 
effort to come to terms with the stubborn, 
selfish, old gentlemen. ,   . 
^SELF TO 
FOREVER! 
|UR GUITARS AND BANJOS, 
10:30-6:00 
Mon.-Sat. 







YOUR SENIOR YEAR 
Is your academic major one of the following" 













Pre-Professional Health Sciences 
If your major is one of those listed above, you may very well have 
the basic academic prerequisite to be eligible for a program that 
will pay you $675 a month during your senior year at Clemson. If 
you are in your junior or senior.year, have a strong background in 
calculus and technical physics and could use an extra $675 each 
month, check with the Navy Officer Information Team in the Log- 
gia 17-18 JANUARY. This program involves a year of nuclear 
reactor training after graduation, and a job that pays approximate- 
ly $26,000 after four years. The team is also available to answer 
any questions you might have about management opportunities 
open to all majors in shipboard operations, aviation, business, 
engineering and intelligence. There are even medical school 
scholarships available through the Navy. Drop by the table or call 
Milt Smith, Scott Coleman or Jim Warren toll free, 1-800-922- 
2824. 
Name  
St.    or   Box- 
City  
State 
VISA   or   MC   # 
Zip 




FM AM stereo receiver. 25 warts per channel, 
minimum RMS into 8 ohms, from 20 20,000 Hz. 
with no more than 0.04°'o total harmonic distortion. 
OCL power amp with current-mirror loaded differ - 
ential stage Phono signal-to-noise ratio 90 dB re 
10 mV MOS FET FM front end. Flat group delay IF 
filters Phase locked loop MPX stage. Main and 
remote speaker connections Tape monitor func- 
lion Dual-function tuning meter. Simulated wood 
cabinet.' 
SL-220 
Semi-automatic FG servo belt-dnve turntable 
Full-integration FG servo control contributes to tow 
wow and flutter ot 0 045% WRMS Rumble 70 dB 
DIN B Semi-automatic operation provides tonearm 
lift-off and return Illuminated stroboscope and in- 
dependent variable pitch controls permit fine speed 
adjustment Gimbal-suspension tonearm with low 
bearing friction, universal-type headshell Front- 
panel controls for operating convenience. 
Resonance-damping base fights feedback. 






SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH JANUARY 25TH 
FREE 
•• Bay Lafayette 
Radio Electronic*^Shoppif g Centers 





Concert, theater notes 
Charlotte Coliseum 
Jan. 25 - Evie Turnquist 
Jan. 25 - Parliament/Funkadelics 
Jan. 31 - Shanana/Dr. Hook 
Feb. 4 - Heart/Firefall 
Feb. 14 - Johnny Mathis 
Mar. 3 - Chuck Mangoine 
Mar. 9 - Kenny Rogers 
Mar. 10 - Lettermen 
Clemson 
Jan. 20 - Boston, Sammy Hegar - $7.50 
Feb. 9 - Sealevei, Oconee - $1.00, Tillman Auditorium 
Mar. 4 - Bob Dylan, tentative, Littlejohn Coliseum 
Greenville Memorial Auditorium 
Feb. 8 - Parliament Funkadelics 
Feb. 15 - Johnny Mathis 
Feb. 16 - Statler Brothers 
Omni and Greensboro Coliseum 
No concerts scheduled. 
The Agota, Atlanta 
Jan.23-Toto, $4.50 adv., $5.50 door 
fagwCTygg^aaJH 
fKENwooo &  Interoudio 
Present System One 
€© 
m [ 
2 With Tl 
m   Regular $485.00 
Introducing the Interaudio 1. 
Now good speakers 
come in small packages. 
f8ph05sh05sl060size, 
big sound. 
•Uses as little as 10 watts 
per channel. 
•6" high-compliance woofer. 
•2" wide-dispersion cone 
tweeter. 
•Syncom computer tested. 
• 5-year warranty 





Feb. 12,13 - Englebert Humperdink, $12.50, $10.00, $7.50 
Through Jan. 27 - "A Chorus Line" — Sold Out 
Greenville Memorial Auditorium 
Jan. 26 - "The Wiz" - Road Show 
How To Get Tickets For Concerts 
Charlotte Coliseum - No phone - in orders. Mail orders 
to 2700 E. Independence Blvd., Charlotte, N.C. 28205. Send 
only money orders or cashiers checks and enclose a 
stamped, self addressed envelope 
Carolina Coliseum - Phone orders for VISA or Master- 
charge, 777-5113. Mail orders to Box 11515, Columbia, S.C. 
29211. Money orders or cashiers checks only 
OMNI - Phone orders, call 404/881-1987, for major bank 
cards. Mail check or money orders to 660 Peachtree St., 
NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30308. Checks take longer. 
Atlanta Civic Center, Symphony Hall, Agora - 
S.E.A.T.S. locations, same address s the OMNI. 
GREENVILLE AUDITORIUM - P.O. Box 10348, Green- 
ville, S.C. 29603 
GREENSBORO COLISEUM - Money orders or cashiers 
checks only, made payable to the event name. Enclose 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
2    donjones stereo    » 
m   B    -iiPL        ■      n Other Locations: m 
a©   PrUlff Shopping Center     Greenwood, Greenville, Spartanburg m 
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campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Graduate Student Association is holding 
meetings the second Tuesday of each month in 
the first floor lounge of Lowry Hall. 
The Pre-Vet Club will have a meeting Monday, 
Jan. 22, at 7 p.m. in AIM of the P&A Building. Dr. 
Von Recum will be the featured speaker. 
Sigma Tau Epsilon is an honorary society that 
meets every Monday night from 7 to 9 p.m. In 415 
Daniel Hall to tutor those needing help In courses 
in the liberal arts and sciences. The group will 
have its first meeting of the semester Monday 
Jan. 22, at 7. 
Flying Tiger Angel Flight invites you to a drop- 
in Thursday, Jan. 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the base- 
ment lounge of Byrnes Hal!. Please join us for an 
informative social hour. 
A women's group dealing with the physical and 
emotional aspects of a woman's sexual life will 
be held Mondays from 3 to 4:15 p.m. beginning 
Feb. 12. The group will be led by a nursing in- 
structor and a counselor. For more information 
or to sign up, call or come by the Counseling 
Center, 200 Tillman, or call 2451. 
The Society for the Advancement of Manage- 
ment will hold a meeting Tuesday, Jan. 23, in 
room 301, Sirrine Hall. The meeting will begin at 
7:30p.m. 
A listing of fellowships, scholarships, and 
related opportunities in international education 
is available in the International Office, Holtzen- 
dorfYMCA Center. 
Your degree won't get you a job!!! But in the 
Career Search Workshop you can learn the pro- 
cess of career exploration in order to plan for 
your future. Each workshop will meet once a 
week for one and a half hours and will last four 
weeks. To sign up call 2451, or come by the 
Counseling Center, 200 Tillman Hall. 
Meet Yourself Halfway — Learn more about 
understanding yourself and others. Learn to 
know and like yourself better while gaining bet- 
ter skills in meeting and enjoying others. Join a 
free Personal Growth Group.-For more informa- 
tion call 2452 or come by the Counseling Center, 
200 Tillman Hall. 
The French Club will have its first meeting 
Tuesday, Jan. 23, at 6 p.m. at the Language 
House. The group will decide on a new time to 
meet. Please come. 
The Biochemistry Club will take a trip to the 
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta on Friday, 
Jan. 26. The club will leave campus at 6:30 a.m. 
and will return at 6 p.m. Anyone interested and 
wishing to go must call Linda at 6194 by Sunday 
evening, Jan. 21, to sign up. Space is limited, so 
sign up early. 
Assertive training is designed to help you iden- 
tify your assertive rights so that you may act in 
your best interest, stand up for yourself without 
undue anxiety, and exercise your rights without 
denying the rights of others. This group will meet 
once each week in Room 200, Tillman Hall, from 
4:30-6 every Thursday beginning Feb. 15 for five 
weeks. If you are interested in learning assertive 
behavior, reserve your place in our free group by 
calling 2451 now. Enrollment is limited to 15. 
The Clemson Unitarian Fellowship will meet 
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in the University YMCA. 
Robert Sorrel Is will present a brief description of 
methods and materials used in a course 
available from the Unitarian Universalist 
Association in Boston. 
Students who may be interested in learning 
more about a new Counseling Center program 
called "Strategies for Success and Survival in 
College" please come by the Counseling Center, 
200 Tillman, as soon as possible. 
Students interested in taking Study Skills 
training this semester please come by the 
Counseling Center, 200 Tillman, as soon as possi- 
ble to set up a program. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Need an extra ear? Call hotline between 8 p.m. 
and 7 a.m. at 654-1040. If we can't help you, we'll 
try to find someone who can. Anyone interested 
in becoming a member, call hotline between 8 
p.m. and7 a.m. 
Horse Lovers: Riding lessons and trail rides 
are being given at Misty Hills Stables in Seneca. 
Lessons in huntseat, beginning to advanced show 
jumping. Call Jeanne Arias at 882-3549. 
Help wanted: Men and women to work on 
cruise ships and freighters. No experience 
necessary. High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, 
Australia, South America. Summer career. Send 
J3.85 for info to Seaworld California, Box 61035, 
Sacramento, California 95860. 
Help wanted: For employment full or part- 
time work in convenience store. Apply in person 
at Git-N-Go (formerly Thrifty Way), Pendleton 
Road. Call 654-2907 for more info. 
Wanted: A few good acts for Edgar's local 
talent night. If you can perform, we could change 
your life. For auditions contact Frank Taylor at 
654-1440 or 2156 or come and see us in Edgar's. 
Found: One lady's Seiko watch between Long 
and Kinard Halls before Christmas. Call 7553. 
Found: Lady's watch near Daniel Hall during 
exams. Call 6309. 
Need extra cash? Chanelos has part-time jobs 
two to three nights a week inside or outside. App- 
ly in person at Chanelos. 
TIGER DROP IN 
Monday January 29,1979 
8:00p.m.-REFRESHMENTS 
For Sale: 1976 Triumph Spitfire. Good gas 
mileage, excellent condition, one owner, runs 
iike a top. You have to see it to believe it. Call 
882-0318 evenings or 654-1902 at work. Ask for 
Frank. 
Found: Set of GM car keys on Hillcrest Ave. on 
Jan. 15. Leather key chain says, "Alston- 
Hartsville, S.C." Claim at the Clemson Police 
Station. 
Found: Necklace and one earring in Dillard 
Building washing machine on Dec. 15. Identify 
and claim by calling Nancy at 654-6626. 
For Sale: 27" 10-speed Schwinn Traveler III. 
Brand new. Still under warranty. Caliper brakes 
with dual extension levers. Book rack included. 
Call Mora at 654-2012. 
1972 Cadillac. Well maintained! Power steer- 
ing, brakes, windows, six-way seats, AM-FM 
stereo, thermostatically controlled A.C., etc. 
Well worth $1900, but must sacrifice for only 
$1575 or best offer. 656-7189. Serious calls. 
Please. 
PERSONALS 
Southern Belle, 250112799: 90608- 207-3- 21607- 
304120515190 416-8041 8160 4060 21206171416-40 914- 
3-6-21606-30418141606-70 207-3- 312080607-202-513-. 
303-8120415170 2081 20 5120813-7-3020813-. 
Wired 
Dear Agnew Hopkins, 
Why haven't you called. I enjoyed our date, 
and I await your call. Soon to hear from you. 
Connie 
Wo\o SVQ***; 
OcNt* JANUARY 1 thru FEBRUARY 28 
You receive these money saving 
coupon stickers with each roll 
of color film developed & printed 
HORSES 
BOUGHT 














UNIV. SO.    CLEMSON, S.C. 654-6900 
□ □annacmn0 a D D a 
u H Lc£ xi larij^B^ 
$L 
Open Mon - Sat: 
11 am - 10 pm 
Sun 11 am - 8 pm 
Phone 654-4060 /  ^gp
Carry-out service only 
1      located next to Bob's Exxon 
on the Seneca Highway 
We cook our own barbeque 
pork and beef 
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ACC championship race is a wide-open affair 
By Tommy Smith 
Sports Writer 
The Atlantic Coast Conference name is 
usually dropped during discussions of col- 
lege basketball as the toughest if not the 
most balanced conference in the nation, 
and rightly so. 
At one time an ACC representative head- 
ed the list of the Associated Press and 
United Press International polls, and two 
more teams were ranked in the top eight 
with another in the top 20. That is four na- 
tionally ranked teams out of seven in the 
conference (or eight if you count the new 
kid on the block, Georgia Tech). 
Trailing the 
Tiger 
Balance seems to be the trend in college 
basketball this year, and it has been pro- 
* vened that any team can beat any other 
team in the country on any given day. 
However, this is nothing new in ACC 
ranks. This fact is evident in that currently 
fourteenth ranked North Carolina State is 
in the ACC cellar with a surprising 0-3 
mark 
Although balance has always been an 
ACC trade mark, it seems to be more so 
this year than in the past. Therefore, p > 
gnostication is almost impossible. Jimmy 
the Greek can set a point spread in his 
sleep, Joe Namath can predict that out- 
come of a Super Bowl, and Jean Dixon can 
foresee a national disaster or call a 
presidential election, but all their powers 
combined could not predict the standings 
in the ACC when the last second ticks off 
the clock at Greensboro Coliseum on Mar. 
3. 
Meanwhile, in the real world of ACC 
basketball, the preseason ACC tourna- 
ment, called the Big Four Tournament by 
those who live between South Carolina and 
Virginia, lived up to expectations. The 
1 Duke Blue Devils, then king of the NCAA 
hill, were favored to take the honors. They 
squeaked by N.C. State in the opener 65-63 
on the strength of the duet of Mike Gminski 
and Gene Banks, who sang their tune to the 
beat of 15 points each, while Jim Spanarkel 
made it a trio by adding 14. For State, 
however, Clyde 'The Glide' Austin sang a 
better song with a total of 21 points to lead 
all scorers. 
All that singing must have put the Wake 
Forest Deacs to sleep, because the North 
Carolina Tar Heels had little trouble in 
beating them 75-55 in the second game. As 
Frank Johnson tried to "Wake" up the 
Deacs, he scored the game high 24 points, 
while Carolina sophomore Al Wood 
' pumped in 21. 
In the championship game, Gminski put 
in 24 points and dominated the boards in 
leading Duke over North Carolina. 
N.C. State defeated Wake 77-70 in the 
consulation game. 
The most valuable player award went to 
Gminski. Gminski, Spanarkel, 
Mike.O'Koren, Wood, and Austin made the 
all-tournament team. 
To properly understand the balance in 
the ACC, you have to look at each team's 
credentials. North Carolina is currently 
ranked second in the nation and most 
recently defeated two teams in the top 10 in 
a 24-hour period. Those teams were 
number eight Duke and number 10 Arkan- 
sas. 
The Tar Heels have found themselves in 
an unfamiliar situation this year. They 
lack a Ford powered offense. Dean Smith 
insists that there is no way his team can be 
as good this year without Ford, but while 
Smith is still crying over the dearly 
departed, there are five Tar Heel players 
who are out to prove their fearless leader 
wrong. O'Koren + Wood + Dudley 
Bradley + Rich Yonakor + David Col- 
escott - Ford equals a team with more 
The latest flash around Durham about 
Banks claiming a hardship case and going 
professional is nothing of substance. 
Banks said he is going to hang around long 
enough to reach his goal of playing in the 
1980 Olympics. 
Twenty-five miles away, Norm Sloan is 
doing everything from carrying a rabits' 
foot to hanging a horseshoe over his office 
to get his first ACC victory. He figures it 
must be bad luck with all the talent and 
pure shooters he has. Hawkeye Whitney 
and Austin lead the team in scoring 
averages and are in the top 10 in the ACC. 
One of The Pack's most recent disap- 
overtime at Chapel Hill. The Cavs then 
bounced back to upset an eighth ranked 
N.C. State team. UVA has gotten its best 
play out of sophomores Jeff Lamp, who is 
averaging better than 22 points per game, 
and his sidekick, Lee Raker. Virginia 
could find its way to the ACC top via a 
lamp lit pathway. 
Wake Forest can be labeled the up and 
down bunch. One day they beat North 
Carolina or Maryland, and the next they 
help Clemson out of a two game losing 
Atlantic Coast Conference leapfrog 
balance offensively and defensively and a 
team that doesn't rely on one man to run 
the show. 
It is also true, though, that the four cor- 
ners is not what it used to be. The latest 
news on the Tar Heels is that Colescott will 
miss the next two to three games due to an 
eye socket fracture he received against 
Duke that may require surgery. 
With the Tar Heels' balance in talent, 
speed, and height, they look like the team 
to beat at the moment. 
Over in Durham everyone is shaking his 
head at the way Duke, a preseason 
number-one team, has played all year. 
Perhaps the pressure that a number-one 
tearii feels and the fact that it is the fattest 
duck in the flock and everybody is shooting 
at it has Duke singing the blues. 
Now that Duke has slipped to eighth, 
maybe the Blue Devils will play with less 
pressure and live up to their billing. Duke 
has lost three games and survived some 
close calls, but with talent like Gminski, 
Banks, Spanarkel, Dennard, and Harrell, 
you can keep Salt Lake City, Utah, in the 
Blue Devil postseason tournament picture. 
pointments was a loss to Virginia in a 
game State led all the way down to 5:50 re- 
maining in the game. State dropped from 
eighth to fourteenth in the polls after the 
loss. Maybe the Wolves are better suited to 
Alaskan tournament weather, but don't 
count them out when the ACC climate 
heats up. 
Maryland, 11-4 after a loss to twelth 
ranked runnin' and gunnin' Louisville (99- 
84), is ranked 19 this week rounding out the 
ACC's ranked teams. The Terps are bless- 
ed in the backcourt with a highly regarded 
freshman by the name of Reggie Jackson. 
Lefty Driesell is once again blessed with 
more talent than he knows what to do with. 
Another newcomer, Dutch Morley, will 
enhance the offense at the point guard 
spot, while returnees Albert King and 
Ernest Graham are averaging 18 points. 
Teammates Bill Bryant and strong for- 
ward Buck Williams will figure prominent- 
ly in the Terps' program. 
Virginia has enjoyed a better than ex- 
pected start by defeating Wake Forest in 
the conference opener before suffering 
narrow defeat to North Carolina in double 
BUPPI  x1°i 
streak in the ACC or falling to Virginia. 
The Deacs have received fine inside play 
from the next Rod Griffin, Alvis Rogers 
who could help lift the Deacs to more ups 
than downs. Guards Frank Johnson and 
Mark Dale have responded for Wake with 
good perimeter play. The Winston-Salm 
preachers are not through yet with their 
ACC sermon for '79. 
In Clemson, the Tigers look like they are 
finally waking up after a slow start. Billy 
Williams is the leading scorer on a team 
that is finally out from under the NCAA 
thumb. 
Other players who will contribute to the 
Tiger attack are Derrick Johnson, Larry 
Nance, Marvin Dickerson, and Horace 
Wyatt. These are only a few of the names 
of Tiger performers. Fans definitely need 
a scorecard and a roster when they watch 
Clemson. If the Tigers can learn to put the 
ball in the basket and continue to play the 
same consistent defense, hey will have to 
be reckoned with come March at the ACC 
tourney. 
It looks like it could be another year of 
Atlantic Coast Conference musical chairs. 
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Terps hand Tigers third conference defeat 
By Mark Jennings 
Sports Writer 
Wednesday night at Littlejohn Coliseum 
Lefty Driesell brought his three-ring cir- 
cus act into town, and with a second-half 
comeback, the Terps tamed the Tigers by 
a final score of 77-63. 
With the aid of a "sixth man" crowd, the 
Tigers completely dominated the entire 
first half. A Larry Nance jump shot put the 
Tigers out in front 6-2, and off to the races 
they went as Clemson commanded con- 
tinuous six-and eight-point leads. 
During the half, the Tigers executed well 
and managed several easy lay-ups. Alter- 
nating between man-to-man and zone 
defenses, the Tigers were able to keep 
Maryland off balance, and the Terps were 
never able to get their run-and-gun show 
flowing smoothly. 
With surprising coolness, the Tigers 
went into their delay game with 5:14 re- 
maining in the first half in order to avoid 
foul trouble. Clemson controlled the ball 
for the rest of the stanza; however, they 
forgot to socre, and Derrick Johnson's 
desperation jumper fell short. The Tigers 
took a slim 34-32 lead into the locker room. 
In the second half, Bill Foster was able 
to keep his top five in the game, and Clem- 
son managed to hold on to the lead. With 
12:25 left, Maryland went ahead for good 
when Ernest Graham tallied two of his 25 
points on a high flying stuff shot. 
As foul problems mounted, Foster was 
forced to go to his bench, and execution 
problems and mistakes plagued Clemson's 
play. Tiger rallies repeatedly came up 
short, and the Terps won by a 14-point 
margin. 
In an effort to take attention away from 
their less than adequate officiating, the of- 
ficials wore their new stripeless shirts so 
they could hide in the crowd after the 
game while making a hasty exit.  '- 
"They are now three times as bad in- 
stead of twice as bad. I have been against 
the three oficials since they started it. It 
causes too much indecision and hurts the 
quality of officiating," Foster commented 
after the game. 
Terp coach Driesell was pleased with the 
ACC road win and their ability to erase the 
first-half deficit. "Anytime you win on the 
road in this league (and this is our second 
one), it is the sign of a good club," the 
balding Terp leader commented. 
. Coach Foster sees improvement for 
the Tigers and notes that the team has pro- 
gressed more in the last 10 days than at 
any other point in the season. Foster com- 
mented about Maryland, "They'll have 
something to say about who wins the ACC. 
They are a very talented team." The 
Tigers will seek to improve their ACC 
record of 1-3 (10-4 overall) at Virginia 
Saturday afternoon. The game will be 
televised locally. Next Wednesday, Clem- 
. son will travel to Greenville for a rematch 
with the red-hot Furman Paladins. 
Photo by Toulmin 
TERPS' BUCK WILLIAMS (52) and Larry Gibson (32) go for a rebound while Clemson 
players Horace Wyatt and Bill Ross look on. The Tigers did a lot of watching Wednesday 
night as Maryland, led by Ernest Graham's 25 point effort, laid it to the youthful Clemson 
squad on the boards and from the free-throw line. 
TONIGHT!! 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT 
SERIES PRESENTS THE 
BUDAPEST SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
CLEMSON STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE ON 
PRESENTATION OF VALID ACTIVITY CARD. Others 
present season ticket or individual tickets on sale at Gate 
5 ($3.00 for adults, $1.00 for children or Clemson student 
dates). 
Friday, January 19,1978-8:00 P.M.-LittleJohn Coliseum 
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Fencing team prepares for road trip northward 
By Chuck Barton 
Sports Writer 
The Clemson fencing team will swing in- 
to action this weekend as it faces five 
teams in three days on the road. The 
Tigers face Duke tonight in Durham and 
travel to Chapel Hill on Saturday to meet 
North Carolina and Ohio State, a top 20 
team. Sunday the Tigers will fence North 
Carolina State and Virginia in Raleigh. 
Duke was originally scheduled to come 
to Clemson on Jan. 13 to meet the Tigers 
and The Citadel in a triangular match. 
However, The Citadel had to cancel, which 
prompted Duke to decide not to come. 
"We are looking forward to fencing this 
weekend", commented Head Coach 
Charlie Poteat. "Up to now, we have only 
fenced in tournaments as individuals. It's 
strange to fence four conference opponents 
in one weekend." 
Coach Poteat views the match with 
North Carolina as the toughest on the trip 
for his team. "We have only beaten North 
Carolina once in the history of Clemson 
fencing," continued Coach Poteat. "If we 
win this weekend, we will be the only 
undefeated team in the ACC, since 
Maryland has already lost one match." 
As for the conference race, Coach Poteat 
feels it will be a duel between Clemson and 
Both swimming teams are talented 
By Lesa Bethea 
Sports Writer 
Clemson swimming began building for 
something special four years ago with the 
arrival of Coach Bob Boettner. The team 
has been improving year after year, and 
this year's addition of a new assistant 
coach, Richard La Luckangelo, and some 
quality recruits may be enough to propel 
Clemson swimming to the top of the ACC. 
Both the men's and women's teams have 
the ability to claim the ACC crown if they 
can overcome some tough obstacles in- 
cluding North Carolina State, a perennial 
conference champ and a team bolstered by 
two Olympians, and North Carolina, a 
strong team in the building process. 
One swimmer who might be the key to 
Clemson's success this year is Richard 
Bader, a junior from Rockville, Maryland. 
Bader began his swimming career at an 
early age and has shown his swimming 
ability by winning numerous regional 
meets. Bader just missed making ail- 
American last year and has already 
qualified for the Pan Am Games. 
This summer Bader placed ninth in the 
100-meter breaststroke and tenth in the 
200-meter breaststroke in the national 
AAU meet, and he seems well on his way to 
becoming an all-American this year. 
Bader commented on his goals for the 
future: "I wnt to make all-American this 
year and be one of the top six swimmers in 
the country. I also feel that we as a team 
can win the ACC. If we all get really 
motivated, we have a shot at it." 
Some of Clemson's other strong men 
swimmers are Pete Marcus, Tom Worth, 
and Ted Bird. AH three can compete in 
almost any eveiit. The promising 
freshmen men inclt; Steve Shine, Keith 
Hamrey, and Jeff Grey. 
The men will face Wake Forest at home 
at the Fike Poc   :Lis Friday at 2 n m 
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Wake's program is still in the beginning 
stages, and Clemson is confident enough of 
victory to put swimmers in other than 
their best events to give them some prac- 
tice. 
The women swimmers, with more depth 
than last year and a lot of talented 
newcomers, should better their mark of 
number fifteen nationally last year. Janet 
Ellison, an all-American last year, along 
with other strong swimmers such as Chris 
Daggitt and Missy Davis, should give the 
women a good shot at winning the ACC. 
Both the men's and women's teams 
swim about the same schedule, and both 
will travel to Chapel Hill this Saturday to 
battle North Carolina. This should be one 
of their toughest meets, but the real 
challenge will be next week against a 
North Carolina State swimming 
powerhouse. 
Maryland. "I would say that Maryland 
and we are the favorites for the conference 
championship. I would like to say that we 
have the odds on favorites, but Maryland 
is too strong to overlook", predicted Coach 
Poteat. 
When the fencing team returns from 
Raleigh on Sunday, it will begin prepara- 
tions for another road trip next week. On 
Tuesday the team will begin a trip north. 
The schedule for the trip includes fencing 
eight teams in a space of four days. The 
Tigers will face Penn State, ranked second 
in the country, and Navy, the ninth rated 
squad, during the excursion. All of the six 
other teams on the trip are ranked 
somewhere in the top 26 in the nation. 
Coach Poteat said that he will use as few 
of his top fencers as possible against some 
of the weaker teams the Tigers face. This 
strategy allows some of his younger 
fencers to gain experience that will be 
valuable to the Clemson fencing program 
if it is to remain one of the nation's best. 
However, against such teams: as Penn 
State and North Carolina, Coach Poteat 
plans to use everything he has. He believes 
that the first nine events in a match are the 
most important. For this reason he starts 
his strongest lineup and goes hard from 
the beginning when fencing tough teams. 
During the Christmas holidays, Clemson 
did not fence in any tournaments as a 
team. However, some team members did 
participate as individuals. Jay Thomas 
and Dave Jacobsen placed in the Junior 
Olympic qualifying meet in New Jersey. 
Thomas won the event, and Jacobsen 
finished fourth. 
Welcome Back Students 








Wednesday - Spaghetti with Meat- 
sauce, Mushrooms or Meatballs. 
Tossed Salad 
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Thursday 
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Tiger grapplers headed in winning direction 
By Bill Pepper 
Sports Writer 
The Clemson wrestling team has return- 
ed following a lengthy road trip nor- 
thward. Coach Wade Schalles termed the 
2-1-1 trip "remarkable." The Tigers com- 
peted in four matches within one week. 
The trip began with a victory over 
Wilkes Barre. Pins were achieved by 
Larry Cohen at 118 pounds and Tim Dean 
at 167 and made the difference in the 24-22 
Tiger win. In their next match, the Tigers 
lost to Bloomsburg State 26-14. In that con- 
test Tim Dean upset a former AU- 
American, the sixth ranked wrestler in the 
NCAA in his weight class. 
The Tigers then faced Hofstra in a 
match that ended in a 20-20 tie as the 
Tigers displayed their usual clutch con- 
sistency by winning key matches in the up- 
per weight classes to salvage the tie. The 
Clemson wrestlers defeated an always 
powerful squad from Montclair State 24-17 
to finish the four-match trip. 
Several of the grapplers have compiled 
good records. Junior co-captain Alan Tan- 
ner has a 16-3 record at the heavyweight 
division. Two freshmen, Brad Perry (11-4) 
and Tim Dean (13-3), lead the team in pins 
with eight and seven, respectively. 
Coach Schalles stressed that the team is 
"well balanced from top to bottom" as 
demonstrated by victories in two of the 
three tournaments they have participated 
in thus far. The Clemson head grappling 
mentor is confident about the upcoming 
ACC tournament. Schalles said, "Going in- 
to the tournament, I would rather have 
Clemson than any other team." He added, 
"Tournaments are unpedictable, and any 
injuries could hamper any aspirations for 
team victory." 
Coach Schalles said that the team is "on 
schedule with its plans." The Clemson 
team finished in the top 40 out of about 600 
teams last year. The team goal is to crack 
into the top 20 within two years. It is possi- 
ble that the team could realize this goal 
1979 basketball information given 
All Clemson student tickets will be 
issued at Gate Six (6) of Littlejohn Col- 
iseum on the same day of each home 
game. The tickets will be issued on a first 
come-first served basis. 
If a group of tickets is desired, all 
members of the group must enter the gate 
together in order to be seated as a group. 
Once a ticket is issued to a student the stu- 
dent must enter the coliseum and remain 
for the game. Student tickets will not be 
good for readmission. 
If available, tickets may be purchased 
by students for dates or guests at Gate Six 
(6) when students pick up their tickets. 
The price of these tickets is $5.00 each. No 
date tickets will be sold for ACC games 















Men: NorthCarolina<7:30p.m.)       4:30p.m. 
Women: North Carolina (5:15 p.m.) 
Men: N. C.State (9p.m.) 6p.m. 
Women: S.C. State (6:45p.m.) 
Men: Colgate (7:30p.m.) 4:45p.m. 
Women: Winthrop (5:15p.m.) 
Men: South Carolina (9p.m.) 5:45p.m. 
Women: South Carolina (6:30p.m.) 
Men: Virginia (9p.m.) 6p.m. 
Women: Erskine (6:45p.m.) 
Men: Duke (7:30p.m.) 4:45pm 
Women: Charleston (5:15p.m.) 
Men: BuffaloState(7:30p.m.) 
Women: Claflin (5:15p.m.) 4:45p.m. 
The athletic department will make a 
limited number of ACC basketball tourna- 
ment   ticket   books   available   to   those 
The TAPS Staff is pleas- 
ed to announce Joel 
Sims as the winner of 
their cover contest. 
Runners-up in competition 
were Tom Trively & Chris Arnold. 
A special thanks to everyone who par- 
ticipated. All other applicants may pick 
up their entries at the TAPS office. 
¥ 
Tans 
The Official Yearbook 
of Clemson University 
students wishing to attend the tournament: 
The 1979 tournament will be held in the 
Greensboro Coliseum on Mar. 1, 2, and 3. 
Students should bring their identifica- 
tion cards and current activities cards to 
the ticket office in Jervey Athletic Center 
during the week of Jan. 22 through Jan. 26 
between the hours of 8 and 12 or 1 to 4:30 to 
fill out applications. 
INTRAMURALS 
Basketball teams may begin signing up 
Thursday, Jan. 11, in Room 251, Second 
Floor, Fike Recreation Center from 8:30 
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Monday through Fri- 
day. The last day to enter a team will be 
Wednesday, Jan. 24, and play will begin 
Monday, Jan. 29. 
this year. Schalles hopes that the team can 
make the top 10 in five years. With 
everyone returning next year, the pro- 
spects for future success are promising, 
and expericne will be a large factor. 
In addition to his coaching talents, 
Schalles is an outstanding wrestler in his 
own right. During the Christmas vacation 
he won the Midland's Tournament in 
Chicago, the Rose Bowl of amateur wrestl- 
ing. His major goal is to win the gold 
medal at the 1980 Olympics. He was 
favored in the 1976 U.S. Olympic trials, but 
a broken back shattered that dream. 
Schalles was the only non-Iron Curtain 
finalist in Russia's TLIBISI World cham- 
pionships during 1976, and at the World 
University Games he won the 163-pound 
division and was voted the World's 
Greatest Wrestler. 
During his collegiate career, Schalles 
won the NCAA championship twice and 
was a four-time All-American. He holds 
many NCAA records, including most wins 
and most pins. 
In just two years, Schalles has taken the 
Tigers from the lower levels of mediocrity 
to a favorite role in the ACC tournament, 
but the current season is just at its mid- 
point. The Tigers will take on Georgia Fri- 
day night in Athens. The Tigers return 
home to meet Virginia on Saturday. 
Gymnastics 
Saturday 6 p.m. 
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Lady Tigers lose some depth because of injuries 
By Susan Glover 
Sports Writer 
Head women's basketball coach Annie 
Tribble said that her team may be termed 
"Tribble's Cripples." The lady Tigers, 
who started out the year with a squad of 14, 
have lost four member because of various 
injuries and health problems. The latest to 
join the four are 6' center Debbi Hammond 
and 6'1" Gretchen Becker, also a center. 
Hammond will not return this year 
because of a reoccurrine iniury to the little 
finger of her right hand. She will undergo 
surgery to correct this problem. Becker's 
knee injury, although it does not require 
surgery, will take time to heal. She may 
return, according to Coach Tribble, 
toward the end of the season. 
Coach Tribble said, "The injury situa- 
tion means we will have to rely on 
freshmen." According to the tiger leader, 
Barbara Kennedy, Annette Wise, and 
Michelle McMillan have helped out 
tremendously and will be depended on 
much more in the futre. Kennedy, a 5'11" 
forward from Rome, Ga., is the second 
highest scorer on the team averaging 12.3 
points per game. She is also the leading re- 
bounder with 86. 
The lady roundballers have also receiv- 
ed strong support from sophomore Debra 
Buford, who, according to Tribbler is play- 
ing "much better since the Christmas 
break." Buford, along with fellow team- 
mate Cissy Bristol, was named to the Lady 
Tiger Invitational all tournament team. 
Concerning the tournament, Coach Trib- 
ble said, "No one person seemed to shine. 
It was a_team effort." The entire season 
thus far could be summed up as a team ef- 
fort. The statistics, according to Tribble, 
are indicative of this team effort by show- 
ing a balance of scoring and rebounding. 
Coach Tribble went on to say that the 
lady cagers have the "nucleus of a strong 
team." "If everyone was healthy we could 
be 12 and zero instead of eight and four," 
added Coach Tribble. Nevertheless, the 
Tiger mentor feels that her team will win 
its share this year and that the Lady 
Tigers will be able to find people to fill the 
positions vacated because of the injuries. 
Over the Christmas holidays the girls 
played nine games and won all but three. 
One of these losses was. to a strong South 
Carolina team in Columbia. Coach Tribble 
stated that her team is definitely looking 
forward to a rematch in Tiger-town on 
Feb. 3. 
The Lady Tigers also went to the finals 
of the Carolina Classic in Chapel Hill, but 
lost a close one (73-70) to Kansas State. 
The women also won the Lady Tiger In- 
vitational by narrowly defeating East 
Carolina 61-60 in the championship game. 
Tribble said that her lady cagers were for- 
tunate to win the game because they never 
really got fired up for it. Lady Tigers 
Buford and veteran forward Bristol were 
named to the all-tournament team in the 
invitational. 
In more recent action Wednesday night, 
the Lady Tigers demolished conference 
opponent Wake Forest 111-59. The Tigers 
completely dominated the game from 
start. Leading scorers for the girls in the 
contest were Bristol with 24 points, follow- 
ed by Kennedy with 18. 
Photo by Hatfield 
FRESHMAN BARBARA KENNEDY fires up a shot in a recent Lady Tiger encounter. 
Kennedy has filled the center spot left empty by injuries to Gretchen Becker and Debbi 
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